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Arleen Elliott New President of the Law Society
We provide quiet
leadership and will
continue to do so.

advocating the benefits of a properly
funded and functioning justice system and
championing the provision of public funding
to assist access to justice for the financially
disadvantaged, are ongoing priorities.
2015 brings continued challenge in how we

has been demonstrated by us over the

conduct our practice and act in the best

decades, in helping others cope with the

interests of our clients. The 800th year of

massive challenges of a struggling market

the signing of Magna Carta also presents

and a fledging polity. We provide quiet

opportunity to refresh and renew. Time is

leadership and will continue to do so.

always short but we all have capacity to
bring about a more positive future, whether

We look to the Society to make positive

by supporting our clients, vocalising the

initiatives on our behalf and steer a path

value of a peaceful society, servicing

through uncertainty. The Society in turn

business in growing the economy, joining

endeavours to act in our collective interests

civic groups or lending skills to the Council

for the benefit of the public accessing

of the Society.

legal services. Regulation must be in a

In my first message
to the profession as
President, I would like to
focus on the themes of
resilience and renewal.

manner which does not impede business

I welcome the support of the membership

but ensures the utmost professional and

to the business of the Society and the

ethical standards amongst our members.

contribution of the members to the

Representation and engagement with

challenges in the forthcoming year.

stakeholders must continue to be credible
and apolitical.
The tasks of obtaining affordable
professional indemnity insurance,
endeavouring to standardise fair and
reasonable undertakings in transactions,

		

Our challenge is to
influence change
for the better.

Politicians strive for solutions in the “Hart
Talks” to barriers which challenge our
community and the realisation of a shared
future. Realistically, progress will require
a multitude of initiatives across society
and ongoing commitment by all. A strong
economy supporting an innovative private
sector and a properly functioning public
sector working in partnership, is integral
to social mobility, retention of our young
people and a sense of belonging by
everyone.
Our challenge is to influence change for
the better. A highfalutin idea indeed but
our primary skill as a lawyer is that of
persuasion. The activity of our working
day is spent giving direction and lending
support to clients. Considerable resilience

The new Presidential Team. From left: Alan Hunter, Chief Executive; Richard Palmer,
Senior Vice President; Arleen Elliott, President and John Guerin, Junior Vice President.
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The rise in Litigants in Person –
are we ready?
Sean McGahan,

a LIP feels aggrieved and simply does not

approach them with suspicion it will not

Partner at McKinty

understand that court proceedings are not

benefit access to justice.

and Wright,

the vehicle which can deliver their desired

discusses his

outcome. One suggestion therefore is to

With this in mind, here is some guidance

background

make early contact with them to attempt to

on how to approach claims involving LIPs

in dealing with

find a solution or outcome without recourse

drawing on the experience of my own

Litigants in Person

to court proceedings.

practice:

on the seminar

Some points you might wish to consider are

-

which he delivered

the following:-

(LIPs) and reflects

alongside Mr Justice Gillen (as he then was)
to Law Society members earlier this year.
Introduction

Attempt early engagement with the LIP

-	Avoid the use of technical language.
-	LIPs’ reference points: a LIP may

Where this has to be used, make sure

have a certain view of solicitors and the

that care is taken to explain what you

legal profession as a whole which they

mean

have formed from television programmes
You will be aware of an increase in the

and news stories together with their

numbers of LIPs bringing and defending

own previous experiences. Whilst we

claims in Northern Ireland. When you

might hope they are reading the Law

consider what is happening in England and

Society Website and the RCJ Guide to

Wales and the pending legal aid cuts the

Proceedings in the High Court for People

the way you speak, which again may we

numbers are likely to go only one way, and

without Legal Representation, let’s face

perceived as threatening.

that is up!

it, our profession is often portrayed
negatively in the media. In America, 45%

-	Avoid language and phrases which may
be perceived by the LIP as threatening
-	Be aware of your body language and

Business implications

This is a subject recently addressed at a

of LIPs consider lawyers to be more

Law Society Seminar to which I contributed

concerned with their own self-promotion

Before taking a case on involving a LIP,

by giving a talk entitled “Litigants in Person –

than with their client’s best interests. In

it is important to consider the impact

Protecting Business Interests and Changing

short some may see us as “sharks” who

that dealing with such claims will have

Perspectives.” I gave my perspective, as a

stand in the way of justice rather than

on your time and that of your staff and

practising solicitor, of the on-going upward

being a necessary part of the justice

resources. It is useful to first evaluate your

trend of litigation involving LIPs. I presented

system.

business model i.e. what size of business

my view on the changes required in our
approach to meet this new challenge to

do you have and how do you divide your
-	The additional challenges that face

time between fee-earning and business

best ensure fairness to the parties and to

some LIPs. Statistics issued by the

development? Cases involving LIPs

our businesses and the service we provide

Personal Support Unit in England and

inevitably involve more court attendances

our clients.

Wales estimate that 30-40% of its

and more paper work than the average case

3,000 clients at the Royal Courts of

and can last for a number of years.

This Article considers how to address such

Justice annually have some form of

claims, not only from the point of view of

mental health issue, 27% of its clients

One example of an ongoing claim involving

assisting practitioners in approaching and

nationwide report that they have a

a LIP dealt with by my team involved a

dealing with them but also from the point of

serious health problem, and 15% are

total of over 30 High Court reviews and 12

view of considering how we can deliver a

registered disabled.

Summons Court Applications. To ensure

better service as a result.

holidays, sickness and surges in other work
-	
Dangers of misconceived

don’t get in the way of delivering a high

Understanding the LIP and the LIP

conceptions. Remember just as the

quality service, you need to arrange cover

understanding you

LIP may have misconceived ideas about

for the Solicitor with conduct of the file,

us as practitioners, equally we may be

when they are not available. Do consider if

A useful starting point is to attempt to

inclined to do exactly the same. Many

you have the capacity to deal with this type

understand what is driving a LIP, and what

LIPs have legitimate causes of action

of demanding case without it becoming a

it is they hope to gain from bringing court

and are entitled to redress, even if some

drain on your practice and on the individual

proceedings. Sometimes you may find that

go about it in a challenging way. If we

solicitor. In my own practice, if the

05
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unexpected happened and we suddenly lost
a litigation solicitor overnight, our capacity for
litigation would be reduced by 6%. If you have
two litigation solicitors, your capacity goes
down by 50% as a result.
In addition, it is essential to consider the
costs implications for your client. Ensure
all compliance with the Solicitors’ (Client
Communications) Practice Regulations 2008
in respect of retainer letters. Set out your
proposed fees clearly. I would recommend
that hourly rates are agreed for these types
of cases otherwise you might find you make
a loss dealing with a very demanding case.
Remember any ambiguity in this regard may
be construed against you.
It is equally important to consider the
costs implications for your client if the LIP
is successful. LIPs are entitled to recover
costs, if successful. A useful judgment
on this issue, which provides a clear and
concise breakdown of the Statutory Rules
and legislation, is N&R Devine Ltd v Daniel
McAteer Practising as Duddy McAteer and
Company Accountants [2013] NIQB 102. In
this case, the Defendant LIP argued that his
wealth creation prospects had been damaged
as a result of taking part in the case. He was
awarded a rate of £125.00 per hour. On
taxation and by virtue of Order 62 Rule 18
of the RCJ, the LIP could get two thirds of a
solicitor’s fees. Therefore work on the basis
that the LIP could get up to two thirds of what
you are charging on taxation if successful. If
you don’t warn your clients about this, you
will leave yourself vulnerable to professional
negligence claims, particularly if an action is
particularly protracted or complicated.
It is important to establish boundaries with the
LIP. This may be their only case and it may
be all-consuming to them. However, you and
your people have other files! One thing you
may wish to consider is sending out a letter of
engagement setting out specific time periods
during the week when the LIP can contact
you. Ensure your staff are trained regarding
any phone calls received from the LIP.

Take steps to monitor and supervise those

decisions made years ago have unravelled to

solicitors in your office dealing with such

their detriment”. The anticipated cuts in Legal

claims. There may be instances where the

Aid may result in individuals with meritorious

LIP uses language or behaves in a manner

claims being without financial assistance and

which could be perceived as threatening

so there will be an increase in the number of

or demeaning. Although, you may consider

LIPs. However, there will also be the more

yourself robust enough to deal with

difficult cases where LIPs have chosen not

such issues, be careful not to make the

to go down the route of instructing a solicitor

assumption that your staff will all react in the

for other reasons and therefore, it is useful to

same way. You owe a duty as employers to

consider different approaches depending on

protect your staff from harassment.

the type of LIP you may encounter. I have
had experiences of both and have found that

Conclusions

some LIPs will be relentless in their ‘quest
for justice’. They do not understand the

Mr Justice Gillen (as he then was) stated

concept of defeat or settlement and therefore,

that he has “encountered several LIPs who

bear in mind the economics of each claim.

have conducted their cases with much

Remember if you get better outcomes there is

dignity and no little skill particularly in the

an immediate business impact, you will have

wake of the current economic crisis where

happier clients and happy clients mean more

unforeseen financial consequences of

business.
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The Remote Witness
We are grateful
to Gerry Casey

2.	The trial judge must be satisfied about
the quality of the video conference link.

article.

potential hazards in using this technology.
For example, there have been cases where

of JMK Solicitors,
Newry for this

We were however, conscious of the

3.	The Plaintiff will be “in attendance”

the quality of the Skype connection has

throughout the trial and will be

been unsatisfactory2 and Skype is not the

incommunicado from beginning to end.

most “secure” means of establishing a
connection, rendering it potentially vulnerable

4.	The Plaintiff will be strictly bound by all

to disruption.3

procedural and practical directions given
by the trial judge.

With these concerns in mind we felt it prudent

In the current economic climate, it has

The Plaintiff’s then solicitors were unable to

to engage an IT professional with experience

become increasingly common for people to

find a secure video link service that would

of establishing a link to facilitate court

move abroad in search of work. Similarly, it is

meet those requirements without incurring

proceedings in the family courts. Two days

not unusual for many to take a “gap year” to

prohibitively high costs. Again the matter

later we applied for an Order, pursuant to

travel the world in search of adventure. If that

appeared to be doomed.

Order 24 Rule 2(2) of the County Court Rules
(Northern Ireland) 1981, that the Plaintiff could

person was a party to, or a witness, involved
in a legal process that can cause a real

At this time we were instructed by the

give her evidence by way of a Skype link. We

headache for the practitioners and the Court.

Plaintiff to represent her and received papers

included in this application a provision that our

from her previous solicitors some three days

IT professional facilitate this Skype link and

It is not unusual to have multiple

before the hearing date set by the County

that the case be heard in a court room with

adjournments and the fading memory of

Court Judge.

sufficient mobile telephone, wireless network
or “3G network” signal to facilitate the Skype

witnesses can greatly affect the outcome.
The following day we were granted,

link.

We encountered this issue in the recent case

despite opposition from the Defendants’

of Flanagan v Britvic (NI) PLC, Irvine and

representatives, an adjournment of one week

These latter provisions were necessary as,

Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance. The Plaintiff

to prepare the case.

although the venue, Newtownards County

1

Court, has broadband facilities, we had been

had emigrated to Australia before her case
could be completed. The Defendants’

We decided we would seek to have the

advised by NICTS staff that we would not be

representatives were adamant that the case

Plaintiff give her evidence by way of a Skype

permitted to avail of same. Therefore, the only

should not progress without the physical

link. We were aware that Skype had been

means of establishing the Skype link was via

attendance of the Plaintiff and the case was

used on many occasions in the family courts

a “dongle”.

in danger of being struck out as the Plaintiff

where one or more parties lived outside the

had no plans to return to Northern Ireland.

jurisdiction and we were mindful of dicta from

This application was also contested by

learned members of the judiciary, not least

the Defendants’ representatives. However,

An appeal to the High Court was made by

Mr Justice Gillen as he then was, that Skype

His Honour Judge Grant was persuaded

the Plaintiff’s then solicitors to allow for her

could be used as a means for a witness to

that the proposal represented a cost

evidence to be heard by alternative means.

give evidence.

effective and reliable way to progress the

This application was successful with Mr
Justice McCloskey indicating in his judgment
that the evidence could be given by secure
video link. The learned Judge acknowledged
that this mechanism is increasingly
commonplace in modern litigation. He
identified two primary virtues; firstly it saves
expense and secondly it can be deployed
to avoid delay. Mr Justice McCloskey went
on to establish a number of requirements,
including:
1.	The Plaintiff will testify, under oath, in an
isolated room unaccompanied.

07
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case to conclusion. His Honour further

Some commentators have questioned

acknowledged that certain rooms within

whether or not it will become routine for

Newtownards County Court building may

witnesses to give evidence remotely or

have a stronger 3G signal than others and

by video link.4 Indeed, a recent initiative

granted flexibility as to the venue within the

in Australia saw certain witnesses

Libyan Properties) [2013] NIMaster13 wherein Master Bell

building.

giving evidence in criminal trials via their

commented at para 37: “…the Skype connection was

1

[2013] NIQB 73 -http://www.courtsni.gov.uk/en-GB/
Judicial%20Decisions/PublishedByYear/Documents/2013/
[2013]%20NIQB%2073/j_j_MCCL8928Final.htm

2

For example see the case of D and E (Undisclosed

sometimes of a poor quality that hindered the interpreter’s

smartphones or tablets. Whilst we do not
5

task of translating the experts’ evidence.”

A few days before the hearing we

think that it will suddenly become the norm

successfully tested the Skype link in the

that evidence is given by video link or Skype

court building in Newtownards. Court Service

it is certainly something that in the modern

staff were extremely accommodating in

age could become more prevalent, especially

this regard, granting us access to several

for expert witnesses who often spend many

zimmerman-trial-disrupted-by-contemptuous-skype-

court rooms until we were satisfied with the

unproductive hours waiting in court to give

callers/

integrity of the Skype connection.

evidence.

On the day of hearing all went according to

It is therefore vital that we, as practitioners,

2009 pp19 – 30. Available at: http://www.legaltechcenter.

plan: a strong Skype link was established

are mindful of the benefits of embracing new

net/download/articles/The%20Legality%20And%20

with the Plaintiff in Australia and an additional

technologies. The amendment to Order 24

screen set up for the assistance of the court.

rule 2 to include reference to video link is a

The Plaintiff gave her evidence clearly and

welcome acknowledgement of this and a

to the satisfaction of the Judge, resulting

potentially vital addition to a civil litigator’s

in an award in the Plaintiff’s favour of over

arsenal in this jurisdiction.

3

See for example the well publicised murder trial of George
Zimmerman in the USA when the evidence of a witness
being given via Skype was interrupted by other parties
Skype-calling the witness. http://www.cnet.com/uk/news/

4

Frederic Lederer “The Legality and Practicality of Remote
Witness Testimony” The Practical Litigator September

Practicality%20Of%20Remote%20%20Witness%20
Testimony.pdf
5

“Witnesses allowed to testify via Skype in some trials”
Sydney Morning Herald 10th June 2014 http://www.smh.
com.au/nsw/witnesses-allowed-to-testify-via-skype-insome-trials-20140609-39t7x.html#ixzz3I5tCwRLc

£9,000.00, including special damages.

Remind your client about leaving
a charitable gift in their will.

LEAvE A
Legacy
Legacy giving is an effective and unique
way for your clients to continue to support
those charities closest to their hearts, even
after they have gone.
Gifts to Queen’s can be shaped to reflect
personal preferences and can be named
after the donor or their loved ones.
They support the pursuit of world-class
education and life changing research.

If you would like further information on
legacy gifts to Queen’s, please contact:
Susan Wilson,
Legacy Officer,
Development and Alumni Relations Office,
Queen’s University Belfast,
Belfast BT7 1NN
T: +44 (0) 28 9097 3162
E: susan.wilson@qub.ac.uk

Help support the pursuit of world-class
education and life changing research.

Their
legacy

www.queensfoundation.com
Registered Charity Number: XR22432

First Choice for Medico-Legal MRI
Northern MRI has a long established history of providing expert
medico-legal reports to the legal profession. We provide a fast,
friendly service, combining state of the art technology with our
experienced staff.
• Appointments available 		
within 24-48 hours
• Fast turnaround of reports
• Expert consultant 			
radiologists in all medical 		
specialities

Call us now on

028 9066 0050

Northern MRI
93 Malone Road, Belfast, BT9 6SP
T: 028 9066 0050
F: 028 9038 6733
E: info@northernmri.com
www.northernmri.com
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Crown Court - Direction of Mr Justice Weir
Examination of prisoners for
Court Purposes by Medical
Experts at Prison

request for the hospital wing facility when

implementation of this arrangement the

arranging the initial booking with prison visits

Judge has asked that, should there continue

staff as it will be too late for a Doctor to ask

to be cases where you encounter difficulties

for the facility on their arrival. If the request

in making such an arrangement, you should

The following note is being issued on the

is not made on booking it is probable that

make whatever alternative arrangement you

direction of Mr Justice Weir, the Senior

the Doctor will be directed as heretofore to

can for that particular visit (which is likely to

Criminal Judge.

the glass professional visiting booths which

involve the glass booths). The matter should

are designed for Solicitors and Barristers and

then be immediately reported to this Office

Solicitors, Medical Practitioners and Clinical

are unsuitable for medical and psychological

(providing as much detail as possible) so that

and Forensic Psychologists are asked to note

consultations.

the Judge can, should it become necessary,
take up the matter again with the Director.

the following:
The Director of the Northern Ireland Prison
From now on when booking Medical

Service (“the Director”) in consultation with Mr

Please assist by bringing this note to the

Practitioners or Clinical or Forensic

Justice Weir agreed some months ago to this

attention of professional colleagues and

Psychologists into HMP Maghaberry to

facility being made available. The Judge has

relevant medical and psychology practitioners.

examine for Court purposes you are entitled

recently been informed by the Director that a

to request that accommodation be provided

direction implementing the arrangement has

Issued by the Case Management Team

in the Hospital Wing at the prison for the

now issued to all visits staff.

(Lord Chief Justice’s Office)

In order to monitor and review the effective

24 November 2014

purpose of carrying out the examination
of the prisoner. Solicitors must make the

Buying & selling former Housing Executive
properties
The Housing Executive wishes to remind

considered and cancellation of the charge

Administration) and requires payment of a

all Solicitors who act in conveyancing

affecting the property.

£10 administration fee when doing so.

transactions on behalf of either vendors or
purchasers of former Housing Executive

3.	Flats and maisonettes – if the property

Requirements

properties of the following matters affecting

being sold or disposed of is a flat or

In acting on behalf of a leaseholder, under a

such transactions:

maisonette there is always an obligation

Housing Executive Flat Lease, or on behalf

for leaseholders to notify the Housing

of a householder of a former NIHE property

Executive of any such transfer or change

selling or disposing within 10 years of the

sale or disposal of any house or flat

in ownership. This is necessary in order to

original purchase, please provide the following

within five years of purchase from the

maintain proper and effective management

information to the office listed below:

Housing Executive normally requires

of such properties and ensure that service

repayment of discount and removal of

charges and other charges are properly

1. Date of sale or transfer of property

the charge affecting the property except

accounted for and applied to the correct

2. Name(s) of new owner(s) and

where that disposal is exempt under the

owner or former owner in any subsequent

correspondence address (if applicable )

terms of the relevant house sale deed.

change of ownership and constitutes

3. Forwarding address of vendor/transferor

good conveyancing practice. In particular,

4. Remittance of the required £10 fee (where

Covenant 9 of Schedule 3A of the Northern

applicable) made payable to NIHE

1.	Repayment of discount - A subsequent

2.	Option to purchase - A subsequent
sale or disposal of any house or flat

Ireland Housing Executive Flat Lease

within ten years of purchase from the

imposes a requirement on a leaseholder

The Leasehold Unit

Housing Executive always requires prior

to notify the Housing Executive in writing

Northern Ireland Housing Executive

notification to the Housing Executive by

within one month of any transfer of a Lease

2nd Floor

the then owner of the proposed disposal

or other instrument evidencing a devolution

2 Adelaide Street

so that the Option to purchase can be

of title (including Probate or Letters of

Belfast BT2 8PB
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Needing a Consultation Room in Belfast?
CONSULTATION ROOMS HIRE INFO

There are three consultation rooms on offer

facilities including plasma television for on

on the fourth floor of Law Society House,

screen presentations, video conferencing,

each varying in size and named after

teleconferencing, conference call facilities,

A 25% discount has been applied to the hire

Baronies in Northern Ireland.

Skype and webcam and free wi-fi.

price of rooms for our Members

The Dunluce, Lecale and Liberties

It provides members with the perfect

(Applicable to solicitors, groups, associations

rooms are all available to members to use

environment for private consultations or

for a reasonable charge, at a competitive

the hosting of seminars.

rate. A range of external catering options
is also available to meet your particular

The Liberties and Lecale rooms

requirements.

both offer quality accommodation for
consultations and meetings for up to 10

The Dunluce Room can comfortably seat
up to 16 people and offers integrated IT

people.

and firms)
2 hour slot – (inc. 20% VAT) = £22.50
Half day – (inc. 20% VAT) =

£45.00

Full day – (inc. 20% VAT) =

£90.00

To book please contact:
reception@lawsoc-ni.org
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Doctrine of Lapse
Probate practitioners will know the main

the original intention of the Legislator. The

for the deceased child’s descendants. The

exception to the Doctrine of Lapse is gifts

Order only applies to Wills of persons who

Judge decreed that the wording of the will

to children or other issue of the testator.

died on or after 1 January 1995, so Section

was sufficiently unambiguous so that it was

Article 22(1) of the Wills and Administration

33 may still be relevant.

not necessary to go on to consider whether it

Proceedings (NI) Order 1994 (“the Order”)

could be rectified under the English statutory

is the relevant legislation (see below) and

Under the 1837 Wills Act Section 33 merely

power in Section 21 of the Administration of

basically now ensures that a gift in a will to

“saved the gift”. In most circumstances that

Justice Act 1982 – equivalent to Article 29(1) of

a child of a testator who predeceases that

did not result in the grandchildren of the

the 1994 Order.

testator will not lapse if that child leaves

testator inheriting his or her parent’s share.

children who survive the testator.

If the child of the testator died intestate

Again a devise “….to any of my children alive at

or made a will leaving his estate to his or

the date of my death in equal shares as tenants

Gifts to children etc. who predecease

her spouse then that spouse would have

in common….” would likewise exclude the

testator

inherited simply because of the existence of

statutory exception to lapse.

22. (1) Where -

the grandchild!

(a)	a will contains a gift to a child

Article 22 does not apply to a joint tenancy.
However it must be remembered that

Accordingly words in a will “…. the residue of

Article 22 of the Order is “qualified” in that

my estate to my five children jointly …..” would

the statutory exception to the general rule

not result in the children of a predeceased child

only applies “…..unless a contrary intention

taking their parents share whether or not that

appears from the will…..”.

would have been the wish of the grandparent.

In the recent case of Rainbird v Smith (2012)

We will never know how many Estates have

EWHC 4276 (Ch) the Court was asked

been incorrectly administered by ignoring

to look at similar legislation in England. A

the qualification to Article 22 of the Order. As

then, unless a contrary intention appears

residuary gift in a will was devised to such

ever best practice would be to specifically

from the will, the gift takes effect as a gift

of three named children “….as shall survive

ask a Testator what is to happen should a

to the issue living at the testator’s death.

me and if more than one in equal shares

child predecease him or her and ensure this is

absolutely….”. This was held to provide

correctly stated in the Will.

or remoter descendant of the
testator; and
(b)	the intended beneficiary dies
before the testator, leaving
issue; and
(c)	issue of the intended
beneficiary are living at the
testator’s death,

The Order replaced Section 33 of the Wills

sufficient contrary intention, so that the

Act 1837 although the amendment was

statutory exception to the Doctrine of Lapse

We are grateful to Michael Gilfedder of

actually much more significant in that it was

did not apply to introduce a substituted gift

Fisher & Fisher Solicitors Ltd, Newry for

widely believed that Section 33 did not reflect

of the deceased’s child’s potential share

this article.

Exit Strategy?
We are in a position to make acquisitions and
offer solutions if you want to discuss
• Transferring / selling your files such as litigation
or medical negligence.
• Selling your Will bank or probate practice.
• Retiring from practice.
• Freeing up working capital.
• Reducing overheads or liabilities.
Talk to us in absolute confidence.
Contact:
Seamus Reid
seamus@reidblack.com
or David French
david@reidblack.com
T: 028 9045 3449

Proactive, Professional
& Solution-driven Advice
www.reidblack.com
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Solicitors’ Disciplinary Tribunal new appointments
The Solicitors’ Disciplinary
Tribunal has recently
appointed a new President
and a new Secretary.

The new President is Mr Leonard Edgar,

a Member to take up the post of Secretary

the Senior Partner of John McKee & Son

to the Tribunal.

Solicitors, Belfast. He also sits as a Deputy
County Court Judge. Mr Edgar commented

Please note that, in addition to any new

as follows:

enquiries, any enquiry or communication
in relation to any on-going Tribunal matters

“The Tribunal plays a very important part

should now be directed to Mr Jackson.

in the regulation of, and maintaining of
public confidence in, our profession. It is

The relevant contact details are as follows:-

anticipated that new Panel Members, both
Solicitor and Lay Members, will be sought

Mr Mark Jackson

in the New Year and I would urge as many

Secretary to the Solicitors’ Disciplinary

of you as possible to consider applying for

Tribunal

what is a challenging but vital role.”

39 Frances Street
Newtownards

The new Secretary to the Tribunal is Mr

County Down

Mark Jackson who is the Managing Partner

BT23 7DW

of Thompsons Solicitors, Newtownards. He
has been a Solicitor Member of the Tribunal

Tel - 028 9181 1652

since March 2009 and has now resigned as

email: mj@thompsons-solicitors.co.uk

From left: Jennifer Ferguson, Law Society; Jane Boyce, Master of Wine; Richard Palmer,

PresidentAvenue,
of the Society and
Ellen Hillen,BT7
Northern
Ireland Hospice.
21 Botanic
Belfast,
1JJ
T: 028 9024 7888, E: info@mbebelfast.co.uk
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Information Commissioner ‘sounds the alarm’
on data breaches within the legal profession
The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)

This can increase the risk of a data breach.

lock information away when it is not in

is warning solicitors and barristers to keep

use.

personal information secure, especially

Information Commissioner, Christopher

paper files. This follows a number of data

Graham, said:

•

order to ensure that you are only carrying

breaches reported to the ICO involving the
legal profession.

information that is essential to the task in

“The number of breaches reported by

hand.

solicitors and barristers may not seem that
The ICO can serve a monetary penalty

high, but given the sensitive information

of up to £500,000 for a serious breach

they handle, and the fact that it is often held

of the Data Protection Act provided

in paper files rather than secured by any

the incident had the potential to cause

sort of encryption, that number is troubling.

substantial damage or substantial distress

It is important that we sound the alarm at

to affected individuals. In most cases these

an early stage to make sure this problem is

penalties are issued to companies or public

addressed before a solicitor or barrister is

authorities, but solicitors and barristers

left counting the financial and reputational

are generally classed as data controllers

damage of a serious data breach.

•

“We have published some top tips to help

process.

solicitors and barristers look after the

stick or portable device. If the information
is properly encrypted it will be virtually
impossible to access it, even if the device
is lost or stolen.
•

measures will set them on the road to

members of the UK’s legal profession have

compliance and help them get the basics

been reported to the ICO. The information

right.”

When sending personal information by
email consider whether the information
needs to be encrypted or password
protected. Avoid the pitfalls of autocomplete by double checking to make

personal information they handle. These
In recent months, 15 incidents involving

Where possible, store personal
information on an encrypted memory

in their own right and are therefore legally
responsible for the personal information they

Consider data minimisation techniques in

sure the email address you are sending
the information to is correct.
•

handled by solicitors and barristers is often

Only keep information for as long as is
necessary. You must delete or dispose of

very sensitive. This means that the damage

The ICO has published the following top

information securely if you no longer need

caused by a data breach could meet the

tips to help solicitors and barristers keep

it.

statutory threshold for issuing a financial

the personal information they handle

penalty. Legal professionals will also often

secure.

from court, and may store them at home.

If you are disposing of an old computer,
or other device, make sure all of the

carry around large quantities of information
in folders or files when taking them to or

•

•

Keep paper records secure. Do not

information held on the device is

leave files in your car overnight and do

permanently deleted before disposal.
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Solicitors given chance to get their tax in order
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) is giving

HMRC is also asking those solicitors with

Campaigns

solicitors the chance to bring their tax affairs

outstanding Self-Assessment returns for any

This initiative is the latest campaign to be

up to date on the best terms possible.

of the years 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-

launched by HMRC to make sure tax is

13, to submit their returns by 31 December

paid so the maximum amount is available

Over 149,000 people working within the

2014. HMRC will vigorously chase up the

to spend on public services that are used

legal profession as solicitors can take

tax returns and any non-respondents will

by everyone. It builds on earlier campaigns,

advantage of the window of opportunity

be considered for a tax determination and

which have already raised almost £1 billion

being offered under the Solicitors’ Tax

collection of any unpaid debt and penalties.

from voluntary disclosures and other follow
up activities, by making it easy for people to

Campaign, to get their taxes in order if they
Why should I take part?

put things right voluntarily, pay the tax they

HMRC is giving solicitors a quick and

owe and put their tax affairs in order for the

How can I take part?

straightforward chance to take advantage of

future.

Those who wish to participate in this

the best terms possible when they bring their

opportunity have until 9 March 2015 to

tax affairs up-to-date.

need to.

To find out more about campaigns, watch
this YouTube video https:/www.youtube.com/

contact HMRC and tell us they want to bring
their tax affairs up to date. They then have

Participating in the campaign will allow

watch?v=hP6xMaiiYw4 or visit our campaign

until 9 June 2015 to make the disclosure

people to increase the chances of avoiding a

webpage by searching for ‘Solicitors’ Tax

and pay what they owe.

higher penalty and potentially avoid a criminal

Campaign’ on GOV.UK.

investigation.
Help and support

Solicitors are asked to contact the Solicitors’
Tax Campaign dedicated helpline on

Tax and interest will still have to be paid,

Any solicitors who are unsure of their tax

0300 013 4749 or they can also complete

but the penalty is likely to be between 0 per

obligations can find further advice and

a notification form available online by

cent and 20 per cent of the amount owed,

guidance on the GOV.UK and HMRC

searching for ‘Solicitors’ Tax Campaign’ on

depending on the circumstances.

websites:

GOV.UK by 9 March 2015, this can then be
sent either electronically or by post.

Where additional taxes are due, HMRC will
usually charge higher penalties than those

Support for businesses - http://www.hmrc.
gov.uk/startingup/help-support.htm

They must then complete and submit a

available under the Solicitors’ Tax Campaign.

About HMRC webinars - http://www.hmrc.

disclosure form available online by searching

The penalties could be up to 100% of the

gov.uk/webinars/about.htm

for ‘Solicitors’ Tax Campaign’ on GOV.UK,

unpaid liabilities, or up to 200% for offshore

and pay what is owed by 9 June 2015.

related income.

Business records for self-employed https://www.gov.uk/self-employed-records

EXECUTOR & INHERITANCE PROTECTION INSURANCE

Peace of mind
for your clients.
And for you.
DUAL Asset Underwriting’s Executor & Inheritance
Protection Policy is the UK’s only comprehensive
probate protection product. It covers a wide
range of risks that can affect probate and estate
administration.
For a premium starting at £375 plus tax, paid by the deceased
person’s estate, this comprehensive policy provides Administrators,
Executors, Beneficiaries and Charities, with peace of mind when
administering an Estate and protects against challenges once the
Estate has been distributed.
Bespoke policies for missing beneficiary, missing will and one-off specific
risks are also available, with premiums starting at £325 plus tax.
For more information, or to discuss your requirements directly with
our underwriting team, call us on +44 (0)20 7337 9888 or email
probate@dualgroup.com

DUAL Asset Underwriting, Bankside House,
107 Leadenhall Street, London EC3A 4AF.

www.dualassetunderwriting.com

Register on our online purchasing portal
Registration is easy and takes under a minute. Our online
system covers all of the UK and the Republic of Ireland.

www.dualassetunderwriting.com/registration.php
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Practising Certificate Reminder 2015
By the time you read this you should

of reminder, the Practising Certificate

the Society with no Insurance Certificate,

have received the Application Form

Fee for the Practising Year ending

with a photocopy of an Insurance

(PCR1) to facilitate the renewal of your

5 January 2016 is £1,150. The

Certificate, or with the wrong Insurance

Practising Certificate for the year ending 5

prescribed Compensation Fund

Certificate. In respect of each solicitor a

January 2016. The covering letter which

contribution applicable to the applicant

Schedule will have been provided by the

accompanied the PCR1 emphasised the

is also calculated and shown on

Society broker (MARSH) which clearly

importance of correct completion and

the PCR1. For the Practising Year

identifies itself in these terms: “(NB: This

timely return of the form to the Society.

ending 5 January 2016 the relevant

schedule should be forwarded to the

You are reminded again that all forms

full-contribution is £375 (payable by

Law Society as evidence of insurance)”.

must be returned not later than 5 January

solicitors with more than six Practising

2015.

Certificates since admission); the

(e)	The Society is particularly keen to

half-contribution is £187.50 (payable

optimise communication with members

As regards correct completion, please

by solicitors receiving their fourth, fifth

by e-mail. You can fill in details of

bear in mind:

or sixth Practising Certificate), and a

your e-mail address at Part A (iii) of the

Nil contribution is levied in accordance

application form. Please update as

with the relevant statutory provisions

required or if you have not previously

completion and return of the form lies

on solicitors receiving their first,

done so, please actively consider

with the individual applicant solicitor (ie

second or third Practising Certificate

providing these details.

not the firm or employer).

following admission.

(a)	The responsibility for proper

The Society is appreciative of your co(b)	The application must bear the personal

(d)	For solicitors in private practice the

signature of the applicant, and be both

Practising Certificate Application

signed and dated.

Form must be accompanied by the

operation and attention in all these respects.

correct and original Professional
(c)	The application must be accompanied

Indemnity Insurance Certificate. It

ALAN HUNTER

by the correct remittance. By way

is common for the Form to arrive with

Registrar

CPD Reminder 2014
The CPD year is once again coming to

partially exempt from the requirements

Finally, thanks to all of you who have

an end and this is a reminder for those

must nevertheless complete a record card

already sent in your 2014 Record Card.

of y0u who have not yet completed

detailing the relevant exemption so that

Receiving a percentage of the cards before

and sent your 2014 CPD Record Card

our records can be kept up to date.

the holiday period means that we can

to the Society.

begin processing the cards much earlier.
The completed Record Cards should be

It is compulsory for every solicitor who

sent to the Society before 5 January

If you have any queries about CPD, please

currently holds a Practising Certificate

2015 with all relevant sections filled in.

contact the CPD Co-ordinator at the Law

to complete 15 hours of CPD and to

We would ask that you do not include

Society on 028 9023 1614.

send the completed Record Card to the

certificates of attendance at events as this

Society. There are some exceptions

generates a huge amount of paper to be

Thank you for your continued support of

to this, such as those solicitors who will

stored within the Society. However, each

Law Society CPD events during 2014.

have worked less than 200 hours during

solicitor should retain these attendance

Have a wonderful Christmas and we look

2014, or those who are retiring before

records on file until the end of 2015 as

forward to seeing you all at the Society’s

the end of 2014. Other exemptions are

you may be asked to provide these as

CPD events in 2015.

given on page 3 of the yellow 2014 CPD

evidence. Solicitors are also asked to

Record Card. Anyone who is exempt or

keep a photocopy of the Record Card they
submit to the Society.

TRAVEL BUSINESS.
FOR AN ECONOMY FARE.
BMW 520d M SPORT SALOON AUTO.
FROM £279 PER MONTHLY RENTAL (PLUS INITIAL PAYMENT*).

BEAUTY REDEFINED.
BEAUTIFULLY REFINED.
BMW 640d SE COUPÉ.
FROM £440 PER MONTHLY RENTAL

(PLUS INITIAL PAYMENT*).

For more information or to arrange a test drive †, call us on 028 3833 8833
or visit www.davidprenticeportadownbmw.co.uk

David Prentice Portadown

Carn Roundabout, Seagoe Road, Portadown,
County Armagh, Northern Ireland BT635QD
028 3833 8833 www.davidprenticeportadownbmw.co.uk

BMW | MINI Business Partnership
YOUR COMPANY BENEFITS.

Ofﬁcial fuel ﬁgures for the BMW range: Urban 13.8–62.4mpg (50.5–4.4l/100km). Extra urban 26.2–83.1mpg (10.8–3.4l/100km).
Combined 20.3–74.3mpg (13.9–3.8l/100km). CO2 emissions 325–99g/km.
Figures may vary depending on driving style and conditions.
1
Offer available to business users only. Plus £1,674 deposit. Price shown excludes VAT at 20% and is for a 36 month Contract Hire agreement for a BMW 520d M Sport Saloon Auto, with a contract mileage of 30,000 miles and
excess mileage charge of 14.34p per mile. 2Offer available to business users only. Plus £2,689.08 deposit. Price shown excludes VAT at 20% and is for a 36 month Contract Hire agreement for a BMW 640d SE Coupé, with a
contract mileage of 30,000 miles and excess mileage charge of 18.27p per mile. Applies for new vehicles ordered at David Prentice Portadown between 01 October and 31 December 2014 and registered by 31 March 2015
(subject to availability). At the end of your agreement you must return the vehicle and vehicle condition, excess mileage and other charges may be payable. Available subject to status to UK residents aged 18 or over. Guarantees
and indemnities may be required. The amount of VAT you can reclaim depends on your business VAT status. Terms and conditions apply. Offer may be varied, withdrawn or extended at any time. Hire provided by BMW Group
Corporate Finance. BMW Group Corporate Finance is a trading style of Alphabet (GB) Limited, Europa House, Hampshire RG27 9UF. We commonly introduce customers to BMW Group Corporate Finance. This introduction
does not amount to independent ﬁnancial advice.
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Lawyers complete mediation course
In November 2014, 18 lawyers successfully
completed the Law Society’s Mediation
Training Course. Now in its 13th year;
the Course provides training in advanced
negotiation, dispute resolution and
mediation. The Course is delivered by
experienced mediators and skills’ trainers
led by Brian Speers, Past President, David
Gaston and Alva Brangam QC.

Participants who successfully completed the
Mediation Training Course with mediators
and trainers.

Women in the Law Mentoring Programme
In November 2014, the Society organised

younger members of the legal profession in

in the law in Northern Ireland to give

an event hosted by the Ulster Bank at their

a relaxed environment which encouraged the

serious consideration to participating in the

Headquarters in Belfast, an event to recognise

mentee to improve confidence and personal

programme. It not only raises consciousness

the 100 mentors and mentees who had

and professional networking skills, to enhance

about all issues affecting women working in

participated in the ‘Women in the Law -

future career opportunities. The programme’s

the law but it brings out into the open the

Mentoring Programme 2014’.

emphasis on total confidentiality allowed for

significance of all of our successful female

the development of relationships between

lawyers and encourages the development of

The Lord Chief Justice, Sir Declan Morgan

mentor and mentee built on mutual trust and

professional and social networks amongst

who had provided ongoing support for the

respect.”

the female lawyers in Northern Ireland.”

Another mentor in the programme, Olivia

The 12 month Mentoring Programme has just

O’Kane from Carson McDowell, said:

been completed and the second year of the

programme presented the certificates of
achievement to the Mentors.
Also in attendance was Ciaran Wilson

programme will begin shortly.

representing Wesleyan for Lawyers who

“I am honoured to have participated in such

together with the Ulster Bank has provided

a challenging and satisfying programme

To register please contact:

ongoing sponsorship of the programme.

and would encourage all women working

Imelda.mcmillan@oreillystewart.com

The work of Past President, Imelda McMillan
who was instrumental in pushing forward the
programme in support of women in the legal
profession was acknowledged.
From left: Denise

Commenting on the success of the scheme

McBride QC; Ellvena

was participant and mentor, Brigid Napier

Graham, head of

from Napiers

Ulster Bank; Sir

“I was delighted to take part in the Women in
Law pilot mentoring programme. As a mentor
it provided a welcomed opportunity to share
my skills, information and experience with

Declan Morgan, Lord
Chief Justice and
Imelda McMillan, Past
President.
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Solicitors’ (Client Communication) Practice
Regulations 2008 update
Following the introduction
of the Solicitors’ (Client
Communication)
Practice Regulations
on 1September 2008,
the Society’s approach
to enforcement has
included education
and encouragement
towards compliance, as
the Society recognised
that, for many firms, the
Regulations would hugely
impact on the way in
which day to day business
was conducted.

action it considers appropriate,

3.	IN-HOUSE COMPLAINTS

which may include a reduction of

PROCEDURES AND CLIENT CARE

professional fees charged.

LETTERS

(b) 	Where persistent breaches of the

The Society wishes to emphasise the

Regulations by the same firm come

importance of dealing with clients’

to the Committee’s attention, the

complaints under the firms’ in-house

Committee may recommend to the

complaints procedures.

Council of the Society to refer the
firm to the Solicitors’ Disciplinary

Regulation 5 of the Regulations provides

Tribunal.

that all firms must have a written in-house
complaints procedure. The procedure must

(c)	The Council will consider any
recommendations regarding

be followed before any complaint can be
brought to the Law Society.

breaches of the Regulations.
Firms should make sure that the written
Firms should review all live files

procedures are accessible on-line or in

commencing after 1 September 2008

hard copy, that all staff in the firm are fully

and ensure compliance with the

informed about the procedures and can

Regulations.

provide the procedures to clients who
express dissatisfaction.

Since the introduction of the Regulations

The Committee recommends that

the number of complaints to the Society

all live files commenced prior to 1

The Client Care letters are an essential part

has fallen significantly because the

September 2008 should be reviewed

of practice and Regulation. Every effort

vast majority of firms are applying the

with a view to bringing them into line with

should be made to follow the Regulations

Regulations correctly.

the Regulations, as part of improving

and also make them relevant to each client.

standards generally and reducing risk to
It is essential that outstanding casual

the firm.

As indicated in the E-nformers which were

breaches of the Regulations are reduced

issued about these changes on 4 November

further through enforcement of the

and 3 December 2014, the following items

Regulations. Practitioners should note

2. IN-HOUSE COMPLAINTS FORM

are all accessible from the Members’
Section of the Society’s website – see www.

the following:-

lawsoc-ni.org
The Society has introduced a form to be
1. 	COMMITTEE CONSIDERATIONS
ON BREACH OF THE

used by clients when they wish to make

COMMUNICATION) PRACTICE

The form will be incorporated into the

REGULATIONS 2008

documents the Society provides to the
public when they enquire about making
a complaint. Solicitors are free to

considering clients’ complaints, the

procedures.

address any breach or breaches, in

The form will be used by the Society as

the context of the quality of service

and from 2 January 2015.

of the solicitor and take whatever

•	Law Society in-house complaints
form
•	In-house complaints sample
procedure

include the form in their own complaints

Client Complaints Committee will

which could reasonably be expected

Practice Regulations 2008

an in-house complaint to their solicitors.

SOLICITORS’ (CLIENT

(a) 	From 2 January 2015, when

•	Solicitors’ (Client Communication)

•

General Terms & Conditions

•

Litigious Terms & Conditions

•

Non-Contentious Terms & 		
Conditions.
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Society Conveyancing Conference at the
Europa Hotel
It was a full attendance at the Society

-

Completion letters and undertakings

-

Conveyancing Conference held at the

		

– Simon Murray, Murray Kelly Moore

		

Septic tanks – Richard Coey, Water
Management Unit, DOE

Europa Hotel in Belfast in October.
The Conference covered a variety of issues
relevant to conveyancers including:
•

Options and commissioning for
renewable energy projects - Dawson
McConkey, Carson McDowell

•

Key lease terms for renewable energy
projects - Ian Huddleston, Pinsent
Masons, Belfast

•

New housing developments - Brian
Speers, Carnson Morrow Graham,
Philip Robinson,Transport NI, DRD and
Frank Stewart, NI Water

•

Current issues - Patricia Montgomery,
Land and Property Services

•

Conveyancing hot topics to include

From left: Philip Robinson, Dawson McConkey, Ian Huddleston, Patricia Montgomery,

amongst others:

Brian Speers, Simon Murray and Frank Stewart.

Northern Ireland Chest Heart & Stroke

When you make a Will, you probably
think the one thing you can’t leave
your loved ones is good health.
Actually, you can. Chest, heart and stroke illnesses claim over 7,500
lives a year in Northern Ireland. But a legacy from you could provide
the breakthrough that makes them a thing of the past. Local research
funded by NI Chest, Heart & Stroke is saving and improving people’s
lives every day.
If you’re looking for the greatest gift you could leave your children
and grandchildren, you don’t need to look any further.
For a leaflet on leaving a legacy to NI Chest Heart
& Stroke, please phone Alison in confidence on:

028 90 266 706
Write to us at: 21 Dublin Road, Belfast, BT2 7HB
or email: legacy@nichs.org.uk
Alternatively ask your solicitor for our legacy leaflet.
Belfast Office 21 Dublin Road, Belfast BT2 7HB
T. 028 9032 0184
Charity Reg no: XN47338
www.nichs.org.uk
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Sports Law Conference run away success
Integrity and Governance in Sport

a full programme which provided an

with the Northern Ireland Sports Forum to

was the theme of this year’s Sports Law

opportunity to hear from experts in the field

highlight the growing issues surrounding sports

Conference which recently took place at

discussing important issues affecting sport

law and how it impacts on the day to day

Law Society House. Now in its third year,

at every level.

lives of athletes, sports clubs and commercial

the Conference has become a feature of

organisations”.

the Society’s Annual CPD Programme. Run

This year’s presentations included:-

in association with Sports Forum Northern

Corruption in Sport delivered by Professor

Ireland, the Conference examines sporting

Jack Anderson of Queen’s University,

and legal issues of local, national and

Belfast; the Challenges facing Sports

international importance.

People by Dame Mary Peters, Charities
Legislation – the Challenges for Lawyers by

Alongside reports of sporting successes,

Sarah Doherty from Charity Commission

media headlines regularly feature stories

NI, Lawyers and the Business of Sport by

about financial, legal, disciplinary and ethical

Jason Saiban of Charles Russell Speechlys

issues in sport to include corruption, match

Solicitors London and Sporting Disciplinary

fixing, drug use and on and off the field

Matters by Feargal Logan of Logan &

Keynote speakers at the Sports Law

verbal and physical assaults.

Corry Solicitors Omagh. Andrew Nixon

Conference included (from left): Professor Jack

of Sheridans Solicitors London joined a

Anderson, Queen’s University, Belfast; Jason

Following a Welcome Address to

number of the speakers for a Discussion

Saiban, Charles Russell; Keith McGarry, Conn &

conference delegates from the Right

Panel on Discipline and Integrity in Sport.

Fenton; District Judge Ken Nixon; Dame Mary

Honourable Lord Justice Coghlin, the

Peters; Sarah Doherty, Charities Commission;

Conference Co-Chairs District Judge Nixon

Closing the Conference the Society’s

Right Honourable Lord Justice Coghlin; Andrew

and Keith McGarry of Conn & Fenton

President Richard Palmer said

Nixon, Sheridans London and Feargal Logan,

Solicitors Lisburn guided delegates through

“The Law Society is delighted to be working

Solicitor.

Dispute Resolution Service – some FAQs
What’s the Dispute Resolution Service

would be business disputes, shareholder

(DRS)?

disagreements, partnership dissolution,

Does mediation work?

construction cases, property disputes, and

Experience gained from mediations carried

The DRS is a service administered by the

matrimonial cases. but there is really no

out locally confirms the clear findings of other

Law Society for members and their clients.

limit to the types of dispute that can use

jurisdictions - that there is a high rate of success

It comprises a panel of locally based lawyers

mediation.

and satisfaction with mediation and that even

trained in the use of mediation techniques
for resolving disputes. All members of the

where agreement is not reached, the process
How do you refer a case to the DRS?

panel have undertaken a course of approved

often results in a clarification of the issues for the
parties leading to settlement later on.

training, are covered by professional indemnity

If the parties agree to attempt mediation,

insurance, adhere to a Code of Conduct

a registration form and standard form

for Mediators and are required to undertake

mediation agreement can be obtained from

ongoing training to ensure their skills and

the DRS website at www.mediatorsni.com.

Practitioners who want further details should

knowledge are up to date.

Hard copies are available upon request from

contact the Society and request an information

the Society. A mediator acceptable to the

pack which contains the necessary mediation

parties will be appointed and the mediator

documents. These are also available from the

will contact them about where and when the

DRS web page at www.mediatorsni.com. For

A wide variety of disputes are suitable for

mediation should be held. Law Society House

further information about the DRS please contact

mediation and can be referred at any stage –

is an ideal and commonly used location for a

Andrew Kirkpatrick - telephone 9023 1614 or

before or after proceedings. Typical examples

mediation.

e-mail him at andrew.kirkpatrick@lawsoc-ni.org

What type of disputes does it deal with?

Further details
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Are you receiving Society’s e-communications?
As members will be aware the Society

•

New NILSC Circulars

If you are not regularly receiving E-nformers, it

communicates with its members using a

•

Practice Directions

may be for one of the following reasons;

number of e-communications and social

•

Library Updates

media platforms.

•

CPD events

•

Opportunities and offers open to

The Society now has an operational and up-

•

The email address that we hold for you is
incorrect.

members

to-date Twitter account which has over 1,000

•

The email address that we hold is a generic

followers, receiving daily updates and links on

It is important that members receive and read

one and the E-nformer is not being internally

issues of interest and importance. Members

these emails. Our aim is to use the E-nformer

circulated within your firm.

can follow the Society at @LawSociety_NI

judiciously, so that only time-bound and
relevant information is contained which is of

Our e-communications take the form of

interest and benefit to our members.

E-nformer or stand-alone communications
from the President and Chief Executive.

•

Your security systems are preventing
emails from mailer@lawsoc-ni.org into
your network. If this is the case you should

The email addresses to which the E-nformer

contact your IT Department to ensure that

is sent are harvested from the Society’s

the Society’s address is on your safe list.

Often items covered include:

database of members. It is therefore

•

Society initiatives and events

important that you inform the Society of

If you are having difficulties receiving the

•

Changes to Society Regulations

any change of email address. This can be

E-nformer please contact paul.oconnor@

•

Important legislative developments

sent directly to records@lawsoc-ni.org so that

lawsoc-ni.org

•

Relevant consultation papers and reviews

our records can be updated.

Solicitors kick off in aide of NI Hospice
More than 75 solicitors and colleagues from
practices across Northern Ireland raised more
than £600 in aid of the NI Hospice when they
came together at the Eddie Irvine Sports Centre
in Bangor to take part in a charity five a side
tournament.
Each of the 12 teams had the opportunity to
play against each other and in just under three
hours the league board was filled with those
teams through to the next round and then the
semi-finals.
Highlights of the evening included many
solicitor players in football tops which obviously
fitted them when they were 12 and a certain

The winning team from Arthur Cox are congratulated by Society President, Richard Palmer.

senior solicitor who was sent off for colourful
language.
Well done to the eventual winners, Arthur Cox;
runners-up, Pinsent Masons and third placed,
C&H Jefferson.
A big thank you to Shaun Fisher from MKB Law
Solicitors, who organised the tournament - a
fantastic night’s football was enjoyed by all,
including the spectators.

Runners-up, Pinsent Mason.

Third placed C&H Jefferson.

INSTITUTE OF
PROFESSIONAL
LEGAL STUDIES

Conveyancing and Practice Management Seminar
The Institute of Professional Legal Studies is offering a Seminar on how practitioners can
respond to challenges in conveyancing practice.
This seminar will cover: how solicitors should comply with lenders’ CML Handbook; auction purchases; purchasing
repossessed properties; Land Registry issues; use of retainer letters and compliance with the Home Charter; giving
independent advice; solar panels; traversing mains pipes, flood plans and radon; HMO implications of converted apartment
blocks; lessor’s consent; defective indemnity insurance; and Building Control. These issues will be addressed from a very
practical perspective and there will be time for discussion and for questions raised by participants.

		

Speakers: Mr Simon Murray and Mrs Ruth Craig

Simon is a partner in Murray Kelly Moore Solicitors and has extensive experience in domestic and commercial
conveyancing. He has sat on the Council of the Law Society and is currently a member of the Law Society Conveyancing
and Property committee and was chairman for four years of the Professional Indemnity and Risk Management committee.
Ruth practiced as a solicitor before coming to the Institute, where she teaches conveyancing. She is a senior lecturer at
IPLS. She was consultant editor of ‘Residential Property Law in Northern Ireland’ and is a contributing Editor to the Law
Society’s ‘Folio’ periodical.
When:
Time:
Venue:
Cost:

		
		
		
		

Monday 27 April 2015
9.30am – 1.00pm
Institute of Professional Legal Studies, 10 Lennoxvale, Belfast
£100

3 CPD hours will be awarded for attendance at this Seminar. These hours will meet the three hour
compulsory conveyancing CPD requirement for conveyancing solicitors and also the compulsory
practice management CPD requirement.
Booking form and cheques, made payable to QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY BELFAST, should be sent to
Mrs Amanda Elliott, Institute of Professional Legal Studies, 10 Lennoxvale, Belfast, BT9 5BY.
Tel. No. 028 909 76521 or a.elliott@qub.ac.uk
Closing Date for applications: Friday 17 April 2015
Applications will be taken on a first-come first-served basis

Conveyancing and Practice Management Seminar
Name:
Firm:
Address:

Tel. No:

					

Email Address:

I enclose remittance of £
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New telephone system at NICTS
Since March 2014 when the new telephone

follow which should ensure calls are directed

•

Dungannon, Craigavon, Downpatrick and

system was implemented in the Royal Courts

to the correct team/person, it would be

of Justice, all court houses have now had

helpful if the caller specifies which building,

the new telephone system implemented,

team or person they wish to speak to.

•

Limavady which will retain their old numbers

NI Direct cannot identify which court house

At all other courthouses, currently if a

as the new telephone system will not be

the caller is trying to contact - they simply

caller dials one of the old numbers it will be

installed within these buildings.

see an incoming call to the NICTS or the

automatically re-directed to the new numbers.

Coroners Service. As a result if as much

This automatic re-direction will be in place

As a result of this implementation, the

information as possible can be provided

for 6 months after each building has the new

individual main numbers for each court

initially, it should enhance the customer

system implemented. After this period of time

house are being removed, and there are now

experience, and ensure calls are directed

the old number will cease. It would be helpful if

2 main numbers for contacting NICTS:

correctly. NI Direct operatives have been

solicitors started using the 0300 numbers now

Ballymena
Newtownards, Armagh and Coleraine

save for the courthouses at Magherafelt and

-

-

supplied with information in relation to which

rather than waiting until the old numbers are

Coroners Service for NI:

type of business each person within an office

ceased.

0300 200 7811

deals with, and they are able to identify the
Court Administrators and Office Managers,

In relation to these courthouses, the old

NI Courts and Tribunals Service:

and transfer calls to G4S personnel and cell

telephone numbers will be removed, and will

0300 200 7812

areas within the court house/building.

cease to operate from the end of the month
listed below:

All calls made to these numbers are

The old telephone numbers have already

answered by an NI Direct operative in the

ceased to operate at the following

first instance, who will transfer the call to the

courthouses below:

appropriate team/person. NICTS are working
closely with NI Direct to ensure NI Direct

•

Coroners Service

•

RCJ, Laganside Courts and Laganside

operatives are familiar with the business
of the courts in order to ensure calls are
transferred correctly but as with any new

House

system there will be a settling in period.

Enniskillen and Strabane – December 2014

•

Omagh – January 2015

•

Londonderry and Antrim – February 2015

If anyone has any comments to make on the
outworkings of the new arrangements, these

•
Although NI Direct operatives have scripts to

•

Enforcement of Judgements Ofﬁce,

should be emailed to Gillian Colhoun at the

Tribunals Hearing Centre and Lisburn

NICTS at gillian.colhoun@courtsni.gov.uk.

Local solicitor on top of world with new book
Limavady solicitor, Peter Jack, is well known to all as the Ironman of Ulster Triathlons. Now Peter has
completed another challenge - his second book which is entitled:
“My Journeys to Everest, Kilimanjaro, Borneo and Morocco…….. and Ironman 14”.
Peter is selling his new book at a cost of £12.00 (includes P&P) with all profits going to Rotary
International Charities for Africa.
Members wishing to purchase a copy of Peter’s new book can simply send a cheque made payable to
Limavady Rotary Club to:
R G Connell & Son
13 Main Street
Limavady BT49 0EP
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STEP: NI and STEP: Ireland joint conference
and presentation of STEP Excellence Awards
STEP: NI recently hosted a Joint

The final session on the functional test for

Student of the Year and Ruth Thompson of

Conference in Belfast with their colleagues

capacity in the context of new legislation

BDO Northern Ireland took the award for the

from STEP: Ireland. This event continues

north and south was taken by Mary Condell

STEP Taxation of Trusts and Estates Student

the tradition of holding joint events north

from Sheil Solicitors in Dublin and Linda

of the Year. The warmest congratulations

and south of the Irish border to discuss

Johnston from Francis Hanna & Co in

of all STEP members in Northern Ireland

matters of mutual interest to trust and

Belfast.

go to these hard working and talented

estate practitioners.

practitioners.
On the basis that the STEP Excellence

We were delighted to welcome George

Awards should be celebrated as often as

Hodgson (Deputy Chief Executive of STEP)

possible, Michael Graham (Chair of STEP:

who delivered an enlightening address

NI) again presented the Northern Ireland

on FATCA and Anti-Money Laundering

Diploma award winners with their trophies

focusing on the implications for trustees.

– thus replicating the earlier London

Tina Curran from William Fry Solicitors

presentation.

in Dublin then responded with the Irish
perspective on FATCA.

Pictured from left: Michael Graham, Chair
David McSpadden took the two awards

STEP: NI; George Hodgson, Deputy Chief

of STEP Outstanding Student of the Year

Executive of STEP; Ruth Thompson, BDO

After lunch, Richard Frimston (Partner and

2013/14 – Northern Ireland and the STEP

Northern Ireland; Judith Jones, Cleaver

Head of the Private Client Group at Russell-

Administration of Trusts Student of the Year.

Fulton Rankin; David McSpadden, Solicitor;

Cooke LLP) looked at cross border issues

Judith Jones of Cleaver Fulton Rankin was

Sheena Grattan, Chair of STEP: NI Education

in relation to Powers of Attorney.

awarded STEP Trust and Estate Accounting

Sub-Committee.
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Book Review
SINS OF THE FATHERS

and Prehen Wood, and of course the

A Valberg Novel

Undertones and Teenage Kicks.

Desmond J Doherty (Author)

Readers of Patricia Cornwall will find echoes
of Pete Marino in the book’s central character,
Valberg.

Derry Lawyers are known for many talents
- sporting, academic, musical, as well as
for their legal excellence.

His flaws are shared with that detective as is

Now Desmond J Doherty, a Derry solicitor

makes the book different to the current wave

his appetite for a basic style of justice. What
of Northern Irish Crime Fiction are the graphic

with expertise in both civil and criminal law,

(partly forensic) crime scene descriptions and

has produced another crime novel with the

the rapid style of quick-fire, earthy dialogue.

release of his second book in the Valberg
trilogy Sins of the Fathers.

The book embraces colloquial turns of
phrase or character histories and it provides

The eponymous hero is D/Chief Inspector
Jon Valberg of the PSNI, a man influenced
by the music of Tool, Rush and Led
Zeppelin, who delights in the poetry of

a fearless insight not only into the people of
Desmond Doherty

Derry but into our own Northern Irish tribes.

a real page-turner.

The Maiden City is now held to ransom

Right from Chapter 1, the text contains

intertwined with the PSNI, the Northern Ireland

Seamus Heaney.
He is a policeman of the old school who

topical references to the law. Sidney

defies procedural propriety in the age of

Rankin, O’Driscoll’s solicitor is not

conversion from the RUC to the PSNI.

recession-proof after his lucrative

The author, inspired and influenced by

relationship with the crime squad at Strand

many Scandinavian crime authors, has

Road PSNI Station had ended.

created a character with a Swedish father
and an Irish mother who resides in Derry.

His secretary gloomily informs him that
the Bank, his Accountants and the

by a deranged mercenary whose past is
Court System and Valberg himself.
The final sentences hint that in the future,
O‘Driscoll is intent on making his own
contribution to Derry’s 2013 City of Culture
celebrations.
Des Doherty- who intends to have the
final part of the trilogy ready for next year-

In Valberg, the first part of the trilogy, a

Law Society (not necessarily in order of

brutal assassin, with a sinister past, stalks

importance) are urgently looking him and

Derry creating chaos and fear. More fear

that the Ethics Committee is now referring

than was ever created before in a city just

you to the [Law Society] Council with a

now recovering from over thirty years of

view to reporting you to the Solicitors’

the Troubles.

Disciplinary Tribunal.

this is the book for you this year. I wonder

In The Sins of the Fathers we see the

And as if things couldn’t get any worse

start.

return of this deadly assassin to the streets

– with his client Gerard O’Driscoll on the

surrounding the Foyle.

loose again, she breaks the bad news that
the Legal Aid Department said you were

Gerard O’Driscoll had previously inflicted

overpaid on the last payment and that they

brutal revenge on the Jury who wrongly

would be claiming it back from any future

convicted him of child murder and this time

payments.

he is working his way up the legal ladder…
until the score is paid.

This type of vivid realism eases one into
this thriller.

Police, Lawyers, Judges, are his targetspeople sleep at their peril. Detective Jon

Derry the city pervades throughout and is

Valberg leads the hunt to nail the killer and

the plot’s co-star.

to expose his shadowy accomplices.
From the Derry Journal, to Bishop Street
It has a taut and traumatic storyline and is

Courthouse via the Long Tower Church

deserves all the acclaim that this book will
receive.
If you like twisting, graphic crime novels- then
when the bidding war for the film rights will

Joe Rice, Solicitor
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Dublin Solicitors’ Bar Association Annual Dinner
Earlier this year Keith Walsh, President
of the Dublin Solicitors’ Bar Association
(DSBA), hosted the DSBA Annual Dinner
in the impressive surrounds of the Thomas
Prior Hall, Bewley’s Hotel, Ballsbridge.
This year was also the inaugural ceremony
for the DSBA Law Book of the Year Awards,
with Frances Fitzgerald TD, Minister for
Justice & Equality, as guest of honour.
The BSA was represented at the event
by then Honorary Secretary, Paul Dougan
and Committee members, Olivia O’Kane
and Noel Phoenix, who joined more
than 200 DSBA members, together
with representatives from the Liverpool,
Birmingham, Cork and Mayo Solicitor
Associations, the Bar Council and the Law
Society.
The night was a huge success and the BSA
was delighted to join in the celebrations
with colleagues and friends from Dublin and
beyond.

From left: Bernadette Cahill, Wexford Law Society; Eileen Schofield, President of
Birmingham Law Society; Frances Fitzgerald TD, Minister for Justice & Equality and Paul
Dougan, BSA Honorary Secretary.
The BSA Committee wishes to thank Keith,
Aaron and his DSBA Council members for
extending the very best of Irish hospitality

and generosity and congratulates them for
organising such a memorable and enjoyable
event.

Whether you’re misusing
alcohol or suffering from
depression, you can rest
assured that when you
turn to LawCare for help,
everything you tell us is
completely confidential.
We’re independent of any
professional or regulatory
body and can arrange discreet
treatment for addiction, and
out-of-hours counselling for
depression and other issues.
Whatever your problem, when
you call our helpline you can
be confident of our confidence.
And the call is free, even from
a mobile.
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Season Ticket

Exclusive Offer to Members of the Belfast Solicitors Association
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Recent cases concerning mental health law
community, is still a concern to which we

Order mirrors closely the English Mental

should be alive. The judicial review case

Health Act 1983. Their relevant section was

of X [2008] NIQB 22, was a challenge to

deemed to be incompatible with Article 8 of

a decision by the Mental Health Review

the European Convention on Human Rights

Tribunal [the Tribunal]. Mr Justice Gillen

[the Convention] in the case of JT v UK

emphasised that the legally correct reasons

26494/95 (2000) ECHR 133.

for continuing to detain someone under
Part II of the Order are that s/he has a

The matter was rectified in 2007 in England

mental illness or severe mental impairment

& Wales, wherein the patient could make

of a nature or degree which warrants her/

an application of her/his own volition. The

his detention for medical treatment in

matter remained unresolved in respect of

hospital, and that failure to detain would

our own Order until the case of HM (judicial

create a substantial likelihood of serious

review) [2014] NIQB 43. Judgment was

physical harm to her/himself or to other

delivered by Treacy J on 4 April this year.

persons.

In light of its obligations under section 6
of the Human Rights Act 1998 to interpret

Gillen J held that an excessive amount of

legislation compatibly with the Convention,

Séan McParland, mental health legal

the Tribunal’s written reasons was taken

the Court read into the existing 1986 Order

adviser at Law Centre (NI), rounds up some

up with consideration of the inadequacy

that Article 36 (2) can include the patient as

Northern Ireland court cases which may be

of community facilities; such that he

an applicant, and that Article 36 (3) does

useful to lawyers advising and representing

concluded it played too big a part in the

include ‘not suitable’ as an additional (fifth)

in mental health law cases.

decision to continue detention. In quashing

ground for displacement.

the Tribunal’s decision, I think the judge
As set out in the Law Centre’s article in the

expressed the position very succinctly at

This case is progressive from a rights’

May/June 2014 issue of the Writ, in May of

the end of his paragraphs 23 and 25.

perspective. Detained clients are not able to
choose their nearest relative, but now they

this year the Department of Health Social
Services and Public Safety [DHSSPS]

“ [23] …..A lack of community

can have a measure of influence by having

issued for public consultation its draft

accommodation cannot be used to justify

the ability to apply to displace them. They

Mental Capacity Bill. One of the main

continued detention under the terms of the

will of course need to adduce evidence to

purposes of the new Bill will be to repeal

Order. That is not sufficient to satisfy the

ground the assertion that the nearest relative

the Mental Health (NI) Order 1986 [the

initial criteria in Article 77(1).”

is not suitable.

Order] in respect of adults. It is proposed
Detention criteria clarified

that those who are 16 years and under

“ [25]…..It is important to appreciate

will continue to be subject to a heavily

that treatment must not become

amended Order.

mere containment until appropriate

The Judicial Review case of JR45 v Mental

accommodation is available however close

Health Review Tribunal [2011] NIQB 17

in the near future that may be.”

brought clarity to the phrase in the Order

However, the new Act is not expected to

‘substantial likelihood of serious physical

be in force until April 2017. So we will have
the current Order for some time yet.

This case will be useful when one has a

harm’, which is at the very core of the legal

In this article, I wish to point out to

client who has been in hospital for some

grounds required to justify detention.

practitioners several NI court cases, of

time, or maybe does not have a fixed

which they may not be aware, but which

residence to return to.

During the course of his judgment
McCloskey J made some very important

we feel may be of some importance in
the conduct of present mental health law

Nearest Relative can be displaced by

cases.

the patient

points, including:
1.	“… I conclude that the expression “a

Is containment in operation?

At Article 36 of the Order, an application can

substantial likelihood” in Article 77(1)

be made to the County Court to displace

of the 1986 Order connotes a real

Whilst the case to which I shall refer dates

the appointed Nearest Relative, if one or

probability. “ (para. 13)

from 2008, the issue of patients/clients

more of four specified grounds exist. The

remaining in hospital, apparently because

Order states the applicant can be almost

there are not sufficient facilities in the

anyone, except the patient her/himself. Our

2.	“ The violence or apprehended harm
belonging to the past [and as regards

33
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the future] must be physical in nature.”

Guardianship

to the fact that at the date of hearing the
appellant was not subject to guardianship,

(para. 14 (a))
Two judicial review cases have brought

and there was no longer any issue

the operation of the guardianship regime

between the parties as to the applicable

regards both the past and, by prediction,

before the attention of the court. The first

law.

the future must be serious in nature:

was JR50 [2011] NIQB 43. The brief facts

I construe this as harm which is more

are that the family of a severely physically

However the Lord Chief Justice did say at

than trivial or minor.” (para.14 (c))

and mentally disabled man was in

para. 8 of a brief judgment;

3.	“ The apprehended physical harm as

disagreement with his healthcare providers
as to the best way to manage his care

“[8] In respect of any arrangements

anxiety or foreboding or a feeling of

and wellbeing; across a range of issues. It

concerning the entitlement of the appellant

harassment on the part of a third party –

was argued before Treacy J that the Trust

to leave his place of residence for

as regards both the past and the future,

imposed guardianship under Article 18 of

incidental social purposes, the learned

as predicted - will not suffice.” (para.14

the Order in an effort to declare itself the

trial judge correctly recognised that the

(d))

ultimate decision maker as regards JR50.

guardianship arrangement was based

4.	“ Psychological harm or a state of mental

upon consensus and cooperation. We
5.	“ The evidence relating to the patient’s
past conduct must establish not only

At para. 19 of his judgment, the judge

wish to make it clear that such an order

held thus;

does not provide any legal power to
impose restrictions on such activities.”

that this engendered a fear of serious
physical harm to some third party but

” [19]…. In effect, in the circumstances of

that such fear was reasonable. In my

this case, the Trust took on guardianship

Of course a person subject to

view, this imports an objective element,

powers to give itself a determinative role in

guardianship, (or even a person who is

which is designed to protect the patient

a dispute with a private family and clothe

not subject to any order, but is resident

from unfounded, irrational or ill motivated

itself with powers which it alleged vested

in a staffed home), can enter into an

assertions of fear by some third party.”

it with sufficient authority to defeat the

consensual agreement for arrangements

(para. 14 (e) – in reference to Article 2(4)

family’s interest. It is quite clear that this

to cater for how s/he comes and goes.

(b)(ii) of the Order)

is not what guardianship is for and that

But if a case comes before a practitioner,

the Trust was wrong in seeking to use

care must be taken to ensure that the

guardianship for this purpose.”

person has relevant capacity, is having

6	“ The sixth paragraph of the decision

her/his wishes and autonomy respected,

records that XY was afraid. This is
insufficient to satisfy the statutory

Practitioners may come across similar

and is giving truly genuine fully informed

requirement. “ (para. 28 (a))

scenarios in community care type cases.

consent. If not, then any restrictions

The court was of the view at para. 21

imposed upon her/him could be amenable

that where there is a dispute about the

to legal challenge.

7.	Substantial likelihood, as a qualitative
phrase, refers to ‘serious physical

management of a vulnerable person,

harm’, not to any other event such as

which has proved incapable of resolution

not complying with medication, making

by mediation or other means, then the

contact with a person, or a deterioration

matter should be referred to the High

I have mentioned only some of the recent

in mental state. (addressed in para. 28

Court for its guidance.

cases relevant to the field of mental health
law in Northern Ireland. Each judgment is

(d))
The second case involved the operation
8.	If the Trust adduces evidence that

Conclusion

worthy of reading in full.

of guardianship, and in particular, what

persons were placed in reasonable fear,

powers, if any, a guardian (normally

The 1986 Order (and its guidance

then the individuals should be identified

a Trust) has to stop a person leaving

document) has its origins in the 1961 Act.

with a degree of clarity. (addressed in

the appointed residence for temporary

Arguably it does fall short of contemporary

para. 28 (j))

reasons such as visiting a girlfriend or

rights values in some respects (as can

going to the shops/cinema. JMCA [2014]

be seen above). Given that, and the fact

The above pronouncements should be in

NICA 37 reached the Court of Appeal

that it is the current applicable law, it is

consideration when representing a client at

on 12 May 2014, and Morgan LCJ gave

incumbent upon us to continue to hold

a tribunal. They are very useful in testing

the decision of the court. The case was

its operation up to inspection, in the legal

the evidence put forward by the detaining

dismissed, with costs to the appellant, in

interests of our clients who are subject to

authority.

line with the Salem principle. This was due

its compulsory provisions.
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Law Centre (NI) training 2015
Courses of interest for solicitors
Advocacy Skills (advanced)
Belfast – 22 and 23 January (twoday course)
Tutor: Fiona Donnelly solicitor
Fiona also teaches advocacy at
the Institute for Professional Legal
Studies and advanced advocacy
through the Law Society. The case
study used will be a social security
case.
Mental Capacity and Decision
Making in Health and Social
Care
Belfast – 5 February
Introduction to Immigration Law
and Practice
Belfast – 9 and 16 February (twoday course)
Mental health law and
people concerned in criminal
proceedings
Belfast – 13 February
Legal research skills for
advisers
Belfast – 12 March (half day)
The Rights of Agency Workers
Belfast – 12 March
You can book places on these
courses:
- by phone 9024 4401
- by email: rhoda.lyle@lawcentreni.
org
- online: http://www.lawcentreni.
org/training/application-forms.html
The Law Centre’s training
programme is available on:
http://www.lawcentreni.org/
training/training-programme.html
All Law Centre courses count
towards CPD requirements.

Legal rights of people detained under
mental health laws
The Law Centre has published Your Legal
Rights in Hospital, a booklet for people
who are detained under mental health
legislation.
Copies are available on our website: http://
www.lawcentreni.org/Publications/Yourlegal-rights-in-hospital.pdf
Paper copies can be requested from our
publications and communications unit by
phone on 9024 4401 or by email: catherine.
couvert@lawcentreni.org.
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Child & Family Law Update
The Child & Family Law Update is a multi-disciplinary journal published by
the Law Society of Northern Ireland. It is designed to keep lawyers, medical
practitioners, social workers, advice workers and others involved in the field
of child and family law up-to-date with legal developments. In addition to case
notes, the Update contains articles on topical issues relating to children and
families that will assist professionals across a range of disciplines discharge their
responsibilities. Articles and cases notes are written by practising professionals
and academics. The Update is published twice a year priced at £60 per annum
(inc p&p).
To subscribe to the journal please contact
Deborah McBride, Law Society Library, Law Society House,
96 Victoria Street, Belfast BT1 3GN.
DX: 422 NR Belfast 1
or email deborah.mcbride@lawsoc-ni.org.

FOLIO: the Northern Ireland Conveyancing
and Land Law Journal
Folio contains up-to-date and authoritative comment and information on
conveyancing and land law. The journal is packed with practical and topical
articles, case notes and information from leading practitioners and academics.
Its unique focus on Northern Ireland law makes Folio an essential information
resource for local practitioners. Folio is published twice a year and is priced at
£60 per annum (inc p&p).
To subscribe to the journal please contact
Deborah McBride, Law Society Library, Law Society House,
96 Victoria Street, Belfast BT1 3GN.
DX: 422 NR Belfast 1
or email deborah.mcbride@lawsoc-ni.org.
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NI Solicitor elected Secretary of the European
Young Bar Association
Timothy Rankin, Vice Chair of the
Northern Ireland Young Solicitors’
Association, was elected as Secretary
of the Executive Committee of the
European Young Bar Association
(EYBA) for the 2014/2015 term at
its Annual General Meeting and
Conference held in Barcelona. Timothy
was previously an Executive Committee
member for the 2013/2014 term.
The EYBA is a non-profit making, multinational young lawyers’ association
founded on 23 May 1993 to encourage
links between and promote the
interests and welfare of young lawyers
throughout geographical Europe.
The current Executive Committee
consists of members from Rome, Oslo,
London, Barcelona, Dusseldorf and St
Petersburg.
Timothy follows in the footsteps of
Lorraine Keown, who was President
of the EYBA in 2012/13 and Conor
Houston, who was Secretary in
2011/12.

From left: Rachael McCord, Timothy Rankin and Elaine Keenan.

LawCare offers completely free and
confidential advice and support for
lawyers, but sometimes a struggling
lawyer just can’t afford the professional
counselling or inpatient addiction
treatment they need. LawCare has a
welfare fund to help in situations like
these, so that no lawyer need go without
help due to lack of funding
To find out more or make a donation
call 01268 771333 or email admin@
lawcareorguk
If you need our help, call our confidential
helpline on 0808 800 0023. It’s free, even
from a mobile phone.
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NIYSA Golf Day
The 2nd annual NIYSA Golf Competition was

second (with a dropped shot at the 6th) with

The day could not have happened without the

held at the beautiful seaside course of Helen’s

42 points, was Tomas McLaughlin, while 3rd

prize sponsors, namely, American Golf, Aether

Bay Golf Club. There was a great turnout for

place went to Tom Fee, with a score of 39

& Echo and Danske Bank. A further thanks to

this NIYSA golf outing, and with a few scores

points.

the green staff at Helen’s Bay Golf Club who

to be settled from last year’s event, the results
did not disappoint.

had the course in top notch condition. A word
Not content with 2nd Place, Tomas McLaugh-

of thanks to the Helen’s Bay catering staff

lin and his team of Patrick Taylor, John

who served an excellent meal and to the Bar

With the temperatures high and a gentle

Finnegan and Kevin Murphy lifted the Team

Manager, Adrian Brennan.

breeze coming off the sea, the competi-

Award. The big guns were out when Paddy

tors dealt with the conditions well. Following

Turley took the Longest Drive (on the radar of

NIYSA would like to thank everyone for their

an enjoyable day of golf and hard fought

300 yards which John Daly would have been

support and participation. Special thanks

rounds, everyone headed to the 19th hole to

proud of) on the final hole. The Nearest the

must go to Gareth Magee, Peter McGettrick

relax, enjoy some good food and havea well

Pin Competition on the 5th was won by Ryan

and Neil McGranaghan for organising the

deserved drink. The scoring was exceptional

Murphy.

event. Following its roaring success , the

- Rory McIlroy would have been impressed.

event is now a firm fixture in diaries and we

The honour of the day and the winner, with

A special thanks goes to our event sponsors,

look forward to seeing everyone next year for

45 points, was Ciaran Maguire. In a close

Ulster Property Sales, Lisburn Road Branch.

the next course challenge.

From left: John Finnegan; Kevin Murphy; Tomas McLaughlin
and Paddy Taylor (winning team).

From left: Gareth Magee; Peter McGettrick; David Cairns and
Stephen Fitzpatrick.

From left: Paddy Turley; Neil McGrenaghan; Ben Wall and
Duncan Macauley.

From left: Gareth Magee; Neil McGranaghan; Peter McGettrick;
Ciaran Maguire (winner); Paddy Turley of event sponsor, Ulster
Property Sales and Tom Fee.
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Attorney General study visit to Strasbourg
Earlier this year the Northern Ireland Young

a fascinating insight from some of the Court’s

announce that this was a case originating

Solicitors’ Association was delighted to take

Judges and Registrars on recent case law

from my own firm of Higgins Hollywood

part in the Third Annual Attorney General’s

developments in relation to Article 1, Article

Deazley.

Human Rights Lecture Series alongside

2, Article 8 and Protocol 1.
I took from the visit an overwhelming sense

the Young Bar Association. Following
the formal lecture series, participants had

It is hard to imagine in what other

of just how welcome lawyers from Northern

the opportunity to enrol in a Study Visit to

circumstances we would have such insight

Ireland are at the Court. It was re-iterated on

the European Court of Human Rights in

coming from across the table from Ann

many occasions just how much of the Court’s

Strasbourg.

Power-Forde and Paul Mahoney, ECHR

early jurisprudence is made up of NI cases.

Judges from Ireland and the United Kingdom

As one Judge put it, the case of McCann

As NIYSA’s current Chair, I was delighted to

respectively. I am also bound to mention the

v UK (21 ECHR 97 GC) created an almost

take part in the four day visit. The Attorney

superb presentations by Michelle Lafferty and

entirely new Convention in its own right.

General himself was in attendance with

Pamela McCormick who formerly worked for

representatives from his own office on what

McKinty & Wright Solicitors Belfast. It was

It is fair to say that not all questions asked

was the second trip of its kind. This was

refreshing to hear about their life and work in

could be answered. How could they

my first time in Strasbourg and indeed the

the Strasbourg Court.

be? Is that not the beauty of the evolving
jurisprudence of the European Court? We all

first time I had set foot in the magnificent
ECHR building. As such, I was disappointed

At lunch, once again we had the opportunity

left the room hoping that perhaps one day we

to discover that there are no direct flights

of meeting various Judges and Registrars.

could return to the “Drum” of the Court and

from Belfast to Strasbourg. Participants

One of the highlights of my trip was hearing

make our ECHR debut!

either travelled via Dublin or London to Paris,

Lawrence Early (Registrar), who was working

taking the connecting two hour TGV train to

on a Grand Chamber case, discuss the

Strasbourg.

very helpful NI decision of J19 and J20 v

Charlene Graham

Facebook [2013] NIQB 113. I was proud to

Higgins Hollywood Deazley

I regret to say that as five lawyers sat having
lunch at Charles De Gaulle Station we failed
to notice the thief who had landed him
or herself a mobile phone and I-pad from
my “carefully” placed bag at my feet! As
a criminal PACE lawyer I certainly did not
expect to find myself in a Strasbourg police
station late on a Tuesday night making a
crime report. Albeit, it gave me the not so
perfect opportunity to consider in detail the
French “Victim’s Charter” placed on the walls
and discuss the Charter’s pros and cons with
local police.
The Study Visit commenced the following day
at 8.45am sharp. It was an honour to have
been met upon our arrival by the President
of the Strasbourg Court, Dean Spielmann
before settling into the various carefully
prepared presentations.
For me the intimate group setting of just eight
participants provided the perfect opportunity
for some of the best commentary and debate
I have encountered. The presentations were
conducted by way of round table discussion,
rather than lectures, allowing for interaction
and ideas from all in the room. We obtained

Front row from left: Natasa Mavronicola, John Larkin QC, Attorney General, Charlene
Graham and Katie Quinn. From left back: Mark Finnegan, Yvonne Mullan, Jamie Frazer,
Peter Lockhart.
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Presidential reception for Irish Legal History
Society
President Higgins received members of the

The President said that one of the projects

were Prof. Desmond Greer QC (hon.), Prof

Council of the Irish Legal History Society at

during his incumbency is to develop a

Colum Kenny BL and Dr Kevin Costello.

Áras an Uachtaráin to mark the conclusion of

library at the Áras which will be a resource

the 25th anniversary year of the society. The

for future holders of the office, so he

The work of the society could not be

society presented to the President a complete

was especially grateful to the society

accomplished without the contributions of

set of the 23 volumes published by the society

for presenting the 23 volumes which it

those who edited the volumes and collections

since its foundation in 1988, for the library he

has published. He regarded them as a

of essays, seeking to maintain the high

has established at Áras an Uachtaráin.

remarkable collection which would give

academic standard set by Prof Osborough the

much pleasure and be a very valuable

first literary editor of the society. The editors

addition to the Áras library.

present were Daire Hogan who edited Brehons

Welcoming the members of the council, the

Serjeants and Attorneys with Prof Osborough

President said he was delighted to meet with
those jurists, legal experts and scholars who

In reply, Robert D. Marshall, solicitor and

and Changes in Law and Practice with Prof.

had come together in a spirit of professional

president of the society, expressed the

Kenny, respectively the first and most recent

pride to acknowledge and document a

society’s appreciation of President Higgins’

publications by the society. Other editors

shared history and legal culture. He said that

generosity in receiving the council at Áras

present were Dr Kenneth P Ferguson BL

the commitment of the society to ensuring

an Uachtaráin. He noted the importance

and Felix M. Larkin, one of the joint editors of

publication of documents and learned works

of the house for all of the traditions on the

Lawyers, The Law and History.

on the history of Irish law allows access to an

island, having been at the centre of formal

important part of the narrative of this island.

constitutional and legal events for over

The 2014 AGM of the society was held in the

He added that the volumes published by the

200 years. ‘The books’, Marshall said,

chamber of the former House of Lords, Bank

society are an essential resource for those who

‘are the record of endeavours by scholars

of Ireland, College Green on 28 November and

wish to engage with the legal history of our

interested in Irish legal history to analyse

was followed by the Winter Discourse delivered

island, to understand the complex interplay

the legal history of all the traditions on this

by Dr Coleman Dennehy on the reconstitution

between the two jurisdictions on the island and

island.’ The authors and editors include

of the judiciary following the restoration of King

to gain an appreciation of the consequences

historians and lawyers in the universities

Charles II. Further particulars of the society

of considerations, decisions and actions that

but also members of the judiciaries and

including an application form for membership

occurred in the past for both our present and

practising lawyers from both jurisdictions.

are to be found on www.ilhs.eu.

our future.

Amongst the authors of books present

President Higgins with Irish Legal History Society Council
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From the Courts abstracts of some recent case law
sexually suggestive and inappropriate

(the appellant). - the appellant applied to

photographs; that the first and second

the Charity Tribunal for a review of the

NORTHERN BANK LIMITED V JOHN

defendants should not have permitted

Commission’s decision to institute an inquiry.

MCHUGH

her to set up these accounts; that the

- Tribunal dismissed the application brought

Plaintiff brings the action claiming the

defendants are in breach of the Protection

by the appellant and allowed the respondent

repayment of a loan of £336,432.67 plus

from Harassment (NI) Order, the Data

Commission to continue its s.22 inquiry. -

interest from the defendant. - defendant alleges

Protection Act, right to privacy and family

Commission believed the appellant to be a

the plaintiff was guilty of irresponsible lending

life under ECHR. - principles governing

charity and to have conducted itself or to have

to the defendant. - case not on the commercial

granting of interrogatories and overriding

intended to have conducted itself in a manner

list of the court. - whether the plaintiff had

objective of the court

inconsistent with that status. - appellant

complied with the provisions of o.72 RCJ. -

HIGH COURT

refused permission of Tribunal to appeal to the

procedure for dealing with commercial actions.

8 AUGUST 2014

High Court then sought leave of the court to

- HELD that the action is to be brought to

GILLEN J

appeal and permission granted. - whether the

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Tribunal erred in law on a number of grounds

the attention of the Commercial Judge and

with particular emphasis on the decision of the

appropriate fee paid for it to be listed
HIGH COURT

CHARITIES

Tribunal to hold that a meeting of the applicant
company had taken place and had amended

10 OCTOBER 2014
CHARITY COMMISSION FOR

its rules. - whether an error of fact on the part

NORTHERN IRELAND V BANGOR

of the decision-maker can vitiate the decision.

HL (A MINOR) BY HER FATHER AND

PROVIDENT TRUST LIMITED

- HELD that the Tribunal’s decision apparently

NEXT FRIEND AL V FACEBOOK

Charity Commission for Northern Ireland

overlooks material evidence and it may not

INCORPORATED, FACEBOOK IRELAND

(the Commission) is a body established

have arrived at the truth in his conclusion. –

LIMITED AND OTHERS

under the Charities Act (NI) 2008 which

case remitted to the Tribunal to reconsider the

First two defendants have brought a summons

decided to institute an inquiry with regard

matter

under RCJ that interrogatories served by the

to the respondent. - respondent applied

HIGH COURT

plaintiff upon the first and second defendants

to the Charity Tribunal for a review of the

12 AUGUST 2014

be withdrawn. - plaintiff has brought two

Commission’s decision to institute a s.22

DEENY J

applications; firstly for specific discovery and,

inquiry. - Tribunal allowed application by

secondly, an application to compel adequate

the respondent on the basis that it was not

replies to a notice for further and better

in law a charity and not, therefore subject

particulars served by him and responded to

to the jurisdiction of the Commission. -

by the defendants pursuant to o.18 RCJ. -

Commission appealed to the High Court

JAMES MCILHATTON V JOHN

minor plaintiff is a vulnerable child who has

on the point of law as to whether the

MCMULLAN

been entered on the Looked After Children

respondent was a charity. - appropriate test

Plaintiff issued a writ against the defendant

Register and has been the subject of an interim

of whether the objects of the respondent

claiming rescission of an agreement whereby

care order. - first defendant is an internet

were exclusively charitable. - objects clause

the plaintiff transferred land and premises to the

social network and second defendant is a

of the Society. - purpose. - HELD that the

defendant on the grounds of misrepresentation,

subsidiary company and has been a registered

Charity Tribunal erred in finding that the

undue influence, deceit, fraud and breach of

data controller for the purposes of the Data

respondent was not a charity and appeal of

contract of the defendant. - plaintiff sought

Protection Directive. - third defendant is a

Charity Commission allowed

restitution of all monies paid on foot of the

Health and Social Services Trust which, the

HIGH COURT

defendant’s alleged wrongdoing, with damages

plaintiff contends, owes a duty of care to

12 AUGUST 2014

and costs. - plaintiff had transferred to the

safeguard and promote the welfare of children.

DEENY J

defendant land and properties. - plaintiff

STEPHENS J

CONTRACT

alleged that the defendant persuaded the

– fourth defendant is the UK Department of
State with legislative competence in relation

VICTORIA HOUSING ESTATES LIMITED

plaintiff that he could cure him of various

to socal networks. - plaintiff’s case is that the

V THE CHARITY COMMISSION FOR

chronic illnesses if, firstly, he left his property

minor plaintiff was able to set up a number

NORTHERN IRELAND

to the defendant and, subsequently, if he

of profiles on Facebook despite the fact that

Charity Commission for Northern Ireland

transferred the property in his own lifetime

she was below the purported minimum age to

(the Commission) is the respondent and

to the defendant. - defendant claims that

operate an account; that the first and second

a body established under the Charities

he and the plaintiff were in an agreed joint

defendants published on its social network

Act (NI) 2008 which decided to institute

venture and the payments made by the plaintiff

personal details of the plaintiff together with

an inquiry into Victoria Housing Estates

were contributions towards the share of the
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From the Courts abstracts of some recent case law
business. - matter was compromised before

acquitted on seven. - whether the guilty

principal remedy sought is a declaration that

trial and was settled by way of Tomlin Order.

verdicts are inconsistent with the not

the power to attach conditions to pre-charge

- defendant refused to execute the necessary

guilty verdicts. - whether the prosecution’s

bail under a. 48 (3D) of the Police and Criminal

transfer deed relating to the lands he had

closing speech was unfair and prejudicial.

Evidence (NI) Order 1989 without automatic

agreed to transfer back to the plaintiff, resulting

- whether the trial judge’s summing up

and prompt production before a judge is

in the plaintiff issuing a summons seeking to

was inadequate in respect of the lack

incompatible with a. 5(3) ECHR right to liberty

lift the stay on foot of the agreement and an

of independent evidence. - whether the

and security. - applicant is a 16 year old boy

order requiring the defendant to execute the

trial judge failed to give an adequate

who was arrested along with his father in

necessary transfer. - whether there was a

“Makanjoula” warning. - whether the trial

respect of an allegation that each of them

failure to agree fundamental terms. - whether

judge’s summing up was unbalanced in

raped a 14 year old girl in the family home and

unilateral mistake. - HELD that the defendant

respect of the qualit y and reliability of the

that it was electronically recorded. - applicant

entered into a legally binding agreement and

complainant’s evidence. - whether the

and his father were released on police bail

has advanced no good reason in law for

convictions are unsafe. - HELD that the trial

subject to conditions. - PSNI felt that there was

that agreement not to be enforced. - plaintiff

judge’s charge did not adequately direct the

insufficient evidence to charge the applicant

granted the order sought and the defendant

jury and 2 convictions quashed

or his father but that further investigation of

shall transfer to the plaintiff said lands

COURT OF APPEAL

mobile electronic devices was required before

HIGH COURT

9 JANUARY 2004

deciding whether to bring charges. - applicant

12 AUGUST 2014

MORGAN LCJ, GIRVAN LJ & COGHLIN LJ

not allowed to live with his sister as part of
the bail conditions. - provisions relating to

DEENY J
R V MARTIN McCAULEY

bail conditions under PACE. - distinction

Appeal by way of reference by the

between deprivation of liberty and restrictions

Criminal Cases Review Commission

on liberty of movement. - whether a person

(CCRC) pursuant to the powers contained

who is released without charge on conditions

IN THE MATTER OF AN APPLICATION BY

in Criminal Appeal Act in respect of

which restrict movement must be brought

GAVIN CONEY FOR BAIL

the conviction of the appellant for the

automatically and promptly before a court. -

Application for leave to appeal to the

offence of possession of three rifles in

HELD that application dismissed

Supreme Court against the judgment of the

such circumstances as to give rise to a

HIGH COURT

court refusing the applicant bail. – whether

reasonable suspicion that he did not have

13 OCTOBER 2014

the Court should certify certain questions

them in his possession for a lawful object

MORGAN LCJ, COGHLIN LJ, GILLEN LJ

arising from the Court’s judgment as raising

contrary to the Firearms (NI) Order 1981.

points of law of general importance and

- appellant submitted that his prosecution

IN THE MATTER OF REFERENCES BY THE

should grant leave to appeal in respect

and conviction constituted an abuse

CRIMINAL CASES REVIEW COMMISSION

of one or more of these. – jurisdiction of the

of process and unsafe. - whether the

VERONICA RYAN AND JAMES MARTIN V

Court and whether an appeal lies to the Court.

misconduct of the police in destroying their

R

– respondent (Public Prosecution Service)

copy of the eavesdropping tape and the

References by the Criminal Cases Review

contends that no appeal lies to the Supreme

Security Service in not disclosing their copy

Commission relate to the convictions by the

Court in respect of a decision made in exercise

when they knew the appellant was facing

trial judge of the appellants for offences arising

of the court’s bail jurisdiction in this case, and,

trial rendered the appellant’s trial unfair.

out of false imprisonment of persons at the

accordingly, the court should decline to deal

- conduct of the authorities. - HELD that

appellant’s house. - during its investigation the

with the substance of the application. – HELD

the misconduct was such that it would be

Commission had access to relevant sensitive

that the applicant has established a right of

contrary to the public interest in the integrity

material which was not before the judge or PPS

appeal from the High Court to the Supreme

of the criminal justice system to uphold the

which led the Commission to conclude that

Court in respect of a bail application of this

conviction and appeal allowed

there were grounds for referring the convictions

type

HIGH COURT

to the Court of Appeal. - whether exceptional

HIGH COURT

31 OCTOBER 2014

circumstances which made it appropriate to

13 SEPTEMBER 2013

STEPHENS J

refer each of the appellant’s convictions to

CRIMINAL LAW

the Court notwithstanding the absence of

MAGUIRE J
IN THE MATTER OF AN APPLICATION

any previous appeals. - PII certificate issued

RVA

BY HA (A MINOR) BY HIS MOTHER

certifying that disclosure of the documents

Appeal against conviction on two counts

AND NEXT FRIEND FOR JUDICIAL

and information in the documentation would

of sexual assault. - appellant was tried on

REVIEW

be contrary to the public interest. - HELD

nine counts and was convicted on two and

Application for judicial review in which the

that convictions are not considered safe and
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The full text of these decisions are available on the Libero Database in the member’s
section of the Law Society Website at www.lawsoc-ni.org

appeals allowed. - whether it is in the interests

paid as a lump sum or paid as part of the

made on their behalf for US passports. - twins

of fairness and justice that the court should

yearly periodical sum. - inbuilt flexibility of

have been admitted to care on a voluntary

provide a fully reasoned judgment on what

PPOs. - whether the PPO should provide

basis and interim care order made. - care plan

material was witheld. - FURTHER HELD that

that if the plaintiff is detained for over one

one of permanence via adoption with members

the public interest would be undermined by

month in hospital the defendant should be

of the father’s family in the United States who

the disclosure of material covered by the PII

afforded recoupment of the cost of providing

have sought a residence order. - application

certificate

2 carers for the duration of that stay after

to the court by the Trust for a declaration as

COURT OF APPEAL

the expiration of the first month. - whether

to the meaning of a.13 Adoption (NI) Order

10 OCTOBER 2014

the PPO should make provision for the

1987. - definition of “sufficient opportunities to

HIGGINS LJ, GIRVAN LJ, COGHLIN LJ

cost of care during the day if day care is

see the child”. - HELD interpretation of a.13

not provided free of charge by the Trust at

Adoption (NI) Order 1987 advanced on behalf

an adult education centre. - whether the

of the Trust is the correct one

PPO should have an arbitration clause, a

HIGH COURT

recoupment clause and a clause to allow the

27 JUNE 2014

KD (A MINOR) BY DK, HIS MOTHER

plaintiff carry over of unused care or therapy

O’HARA J

AND NEXT FRIEND V BELFAST SOCIAL

costs. - whether, given the needs of the

HEALTH AND CARE TRUST

plaintiff, the treatment chosen and claimed

IN THE MATTER OF RE J (FREEING

Minor plaintiff is a severely disabled child as a

for is reasonable

ORDER – INCAPACITY – UNREASONABLY

result of sustaining two episodes of coliform

HIGH COURT

WITHOLDING AGREEMENT)

meningitis in the early neo natal period. - liability

20 DECEMBER 2013

Freeing application for adoption. - whether a

admitted and counsel had agreed substantial

GILLEN J

mother’s agreement to her son being adopted

DAMAGES

should be dispensed with on the ground

areas of the quantum subject to approval. plaintiff seeks to recover administration costs

KD (A MINOR) BY HIS MOTHER AND

that she is incapable of giving her agreement

relevant to the cost of services carried out

NEXT FRIEND V BELFAST HEALTH AND

or whether she is witholding her agreement

on behalf of the plaintiff in dealing with the

SOCIAL CARE TRUST

unreasonably. - Trust is of the view that it is

Office of Care and Protection (OCP) in the

Minor plaintiff is a severely disabled child.

in the child’s best interests that he should

future. - what provision should be made for

- liability admitted and quantum approved.

be adopted. - competency of the mother to

the administration costs incurred by a solicitor

- Periodical Payments Order (“PPO”) drawn

understand the consequence of decisions

in the circumstances outlined. - measure of

up for the approval of the Court. - whether

taken about the child. - capacity of mother to

damages which will place the plaintiff, as far as

the payments in question, relating to days

give valid consent. - HELD that the agreement

reasonably possibly, into the position he would

when the plaintiff cannot attend school with

of the mother to the making of an adoption

have been in but for the injuries sustained. -

good cause and would require 2 carers, and

order for the child should be dispensed

HELD that it is an appropriate head of damages

included in the PPO, would be within s.2 of

with because she is incapable of giving her

in this case to consider that a solicitor may play

the Damages Act 1996 since they are not

agreement

a role in the future administration of this child’s

known by date or amount. - potential tax

HIGH COURT

affairs for the work performed by the solicitor

implications arising. - relevant principles of

27 JUNE 2014

HIGH COURT

statutory interpretation. - HELD in favour of

O’HARA J

5 JULY 2013

the defendant’s arguments on the net issue

HIGH COURT

and there is no need to gross up the figures

IN THE MATTER OF S (ARRANGING FOR

GILLEN J

awarded in the PPO to include tax payments

A CHILD IN CARE TO LIVE OUTSIDE

due to make a lump sum award

NORTHERN IRELAND)

KD (A MINOR) BY DK, HIS MOTHER

HIGH COURT

A Trust has obtained a series of interim care

AND NEXT FRIEND V BELFAST SOCIAL

24 JUNE 2014

orders under a.57 Children (NI) Order 1995

HEALTH AND CARE TRUST

GILLEN J

where reasonable grounds exist for believing
that a child has suffered or is likely to suffer

Minor plaintiff has suffered tragic catastrophic

significant farm attributable to the care given to

injury and is a severely disabled child as a
result of sustaining two episodes of coliform

FAMILY LAW

her by her parents or as a result of her being
beyond parental control. - Trust is applying

meningitis in the early neo-natal period. quantum to be translated into a Periodical

A HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE TRUST V

for court approval to arrange for the child (S)

Payment Order (PPO) which would eventually

K AND M AND R AND R

to live outside Northern Ireland for some time

come back to the Court for approval. -

Preliminary ruling involving twins who are US

and to move to a specialist centre in County

whether damages should be capitalised and

citizens for which applications have been

Dublin where she will receive intensive care
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From the Courts abstracts of some recent case law
and support to undo damage which expert

HEALTH AND SAFETY

NEGLIGENCE

mother and daughter oppose the application

MELVIN FULTON V VION FOOD GROUP

JAMES MCGOVERN V JAMES A

and do not want to be separated. - whether

Plaintiff sustained an injury to his right index

SHARKEY AND BELFAST HEALTH AND

living outside Northern Ireland would be in

finger causing nerve and tendon damage

SOCIAL CARE TRUST

the best interests of S. - whether suitable

whilst in the course of his employment

Plaintiff brings an action alleging medical

arrangements have been or will be made for

with the defendant which operates a meat

negligence against the first defendant who

her reception and welfare in County Dublin. -

processing plant at which the plaintiff

was responsible for the private treatment of

whether the child has sufficient understanding

performed butchery work. - plaintiff claims

the plaintiff. - plaintiff also alleges negligence

to give or withold her consent. - whether the

negligence and breach of statutory duty.

against the second defendant on the basis of

parents have consented to her living in County

- plaintiff claims he was in a faster line

their vicarious liability in that the plaintiff also

Dublin or are unreasonably witholding their

than he should have been, and was under

received treatment at the RVH from the first

consent. - S is 13 years old and has disturbed

pressure of time in his attempts to keep

defendant who was employed as a consultant

behaviour. - interference with a.8 ECHR rights.

up with the pace of work; that there was

at the hospital. - diagnosis and treatment

- HELD that the Trust’s proposal to arrange for

a general practice in the boning hall of

of a retinal detachment. - plaintiff’s present

S to live outside Northern Ireland be approved

employees not sheaving their knives in the

circumstances and assessment of potential

HIGH COURT

scabbard provided; that he was instructed

damages. - whether breach of duty and

27 AUGUST 2014

to continue to work despite having a hole

whether that breach caused deterioration in

O’HARA J

in his glove which he had reported to a

vision. - factual findings as to matters including

person in authority. - whether defendant

terminology, procedures and treatment and

M V A HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE TRUST

had failed to comply with the Personal

standard of care. - procedures to determine

AND IN THE MATTER OF S (A CHILD)

Protective Equipment at Work Regulations

the question of alleged medical negligence. -

(ARRANGING FOR A CHILD IN CARE TO

(NI) 1993. - legal principles in relation to

credibility of the plaintiff and the first defendant

LIVE OUTSIDE NORTHERN IRELAND)

statutory duties. - absolute duty with regard

and consideration of the expert and other

Appeal from a decision of a trial judge

to personal protective equipment. - conflicts

evidence. - conflict of evidence between

approving arrangements for a child to live

of evidence and credibility of witnesses. -

the plaintiff and first defendant. - whether

outside Northern Ireland in a specialist unit

HELD that the plaintiff’s claim dismissed

the actions of the first defendant were in

in Dublin where it is contended that she will

HIGH COURT

accordance with a practice accepted as

receive intensive care and support to undo

8 AUGUST 2014

proper for an ordinarily competent medical

the damage that expert evidence suggests

STEPHENS J

practitioner by a responsible body of medical

evidence suggests has been caused to her. -

has been caused to her as a result of her

opinion. - HELD that plaintiff’s claim dismissed

relationship with her mother. - mother, who
shares parental responsibility of the child with

HIGH COURT

LEGAL AID

the Trust, and the child have refused consent.

23 OCTOBER 2014
STEPHENS J

- whether the trial judge erred in finding

GAVYN CAIRNS V NORTHERN

that S did not have sufficient understanding

IRELAND LEGAL SERVICES

under a.33 Children(NI) Order 1995; that he

COMMISISON AND DEPARTMENT OF

wrongly found that the appellant mother was

JUSTICE

unreasonably witholding her consent, and;

Appeal under r.14 Legal Aid for Crown

BANK OF SCOTLAND V ROSEMARIE

that he made a ruling which was incompatible

Court Proceedings (Costs) Rules 2005.

REA; BANK OF SCOTLAND V TERENCE

with a.8 ECHR rights of mother and child. -

- anomalies of Counsel’s fees under the

MCGREADY AND ANN MCGREADY;

whether living abroad. - voice of the child and

Rules . - Standard Fees in the 2005 Rules.

BANK OF SCOTLAND V FRANK PATRICK

a child’s right to self-expression. - HELD that

- fee determination under the 2011 Rules. -

LAVERTY AND MARY CHRISTINE

the trial judge was not wrong to come to the

representative had lodged an appeal to the

LAVERTY

conclusions he did, decision affirmed and

Taxing Master. - whether the Commission

Claims for possession in the first action

appeal dismissed

was correct to remunerate Senior Counsel

(Rea), a stay of enforcement for an order of

COURT OF APPEAL

one way and his Junior another. - HELD

possession in the second action (McGready)

21 OCTOBER 2014

that appeal allowed

and leave to enforce a suspended order for

GIRVAN LJ, COGHLIN LJ, GILLEN LJ

HIGH COURT

possession in the third action (Laverty). - in

3 NOVEMBER 2014

each case the plaintiff’s claim to possession

WELLS M

arose pursuant to a charge over a dwelling.

REAL PROPERTY

- significant arrears have arisen in each case,
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The full text of these decisions are available on the Libero Database in the member’s
section of the Law Society Website at www.lawsoc-ni.org

although regular and significant monthly

the car repair and car hire markets had

company and the firm was an unenforceable

payments have been made in the first and

been undertaken by the plaintiff and her

contingency fee arrangement in that the

second actions. - whether the lender may both

mother following the accident. -HELD that

increased fee was dependant on success;

consolidate (or capitalise) arrears of monthly

the defendant has proved a difference

that the plaintiff had an obligation to pay

instalments with the mortgage balance upon

between the credit hire rate actually paid for

the costs which the defendant had incurred

which the instalments are calculated with the

the car hired and what, in the same broad

and that as the agreement between the

effect of increasing the contractual monthly

geographical area, would have been the

company and the firm was against public

instalments to spread those arrears over the

basic hire rate for the model of car actually

policy and unenforceable that there was no

residue of the mortgage term and also rely on

hired. - defendant has not discharged

obligation on the plaintiff to pay any costs

the arrears so consolidated as outstanding

the onus of establishing that the plaintiff

or alternatively that no order for costs ought

arrears for the purpose of possession

has failed to mitigate her loss by failing to

to have been made. – no contingency

proceedings. - HELD that the plaintiff’s

hire at the basic rate given her personal

element to counsel’s fee. – legal principles:

practice of restructuring mortgage accounts

circumstances. - plaintiff awarded £2496.78

the indemnity principle and contentious

so that arrears of monthly instalments are

and defendant’s appeal dismissed, plaintiff’s

business agreements; a. 65 (3) Solicitors’

included in increased monthly instalments

cross appeal allowed

(NI) Order 1976; public policy; contingency

so that they will be paid over the remainder

HIGH COURT

and conditional fees; consideration and

of the mortgage constitutes capitalisation or

6 AUGUST 2014

application of Awwad v Geraghty and

consolidation of such arrears. - where the

STEPHENS J

Co [2001] QB 570.- whether at common
law in 2012/2013, assumed date of the

unilateral consolidation occurs without any

agreement between the company and the

attempt to secure the borrower’s agreement
and without any assessment of affordability

SOLICITORS

firm, sums due on the face of the agreement
were irrecoverable. – whether a conditional

is extremely poor capitalisation according to
the Financial Conduct Authority. - plaintiff is in

TOMASZ BARANOWSKI BY HIS

normal fee agreement of the type entered

breach of the established principle that arrears

MOTHER AND NEXT FRIEND ANNA

into between the company and the firm had

of instalments are wiped out to the extent that

BARANOWSKI V MICHAEL RICE

been sanctioned by statute. – legislative

they have been consolidated. – the plaintiff has

Plaintiff’s appeal to the High Court in relation

and regulatory enactment. – comparison

waived its right to demand earlier payment of

to an order for scale costs in the County

between position in England and Wales,

the capitalised arrears which is to be excluded

Court in favour of the defendant upon the

Scotland and Ireland. – conditional

from the computation of subsisting arrears.

plaintiff’s claim being dismissed. – appeal

normal fee agreement and common law.

- plaintiff’s reliance on extinguished arrears

confined to costs and consideration of

– prosecution. – procedures. – Access to

may be described as double billing and is

costs agreement between the defence

Justice (NI) Order 2003. Solicitors’ Practice

unconscionable. – the plaintiff’s capitalisation

and defence solicitor. – plaintiff’s claim

Regulations 1987 (as amended). – Solicitors’

practice appears to be extremely poor

arose out of a road traffic collision and the

Practice (Cross-Border Code of Conduct)

standard capitalisation practice by the criteria

defendant was insured by an Insurance

Regulations 2006; Code of Conduct for

of the FCA

Company (the company). – policy of

European Lawyers. – contingency and

HIGH COURT

insurance included cover in respect of the

conditional fees unlawful unless sanctioned

4 AUGUST 2014

costs of legal representation but allowed

by statute. – HELD that the agreement

ELLISON M

the company to conduct the defence of

was a conditional normal fee agreement

any civil proceedings including appointing

payable on success and on policy grounds

solicitors to act for the defendant. – the

is unlawful as it has not been sanctioned by

company instructed a firm of solicitors (the

statute. – no costs due from the company to

firm) to appear on behalf of the defendant.

the firm except in relation to counsel’s fees

NICOLA BURROWS V ALAN ROSS

– plaintiff contends that an order for costs

and under the indemnity principle no order

Defendant’s appeal and plaintiff’s cross-appeal

should not have been made as the fee

for costs should have been made against

in relation to an assessment of damages in

agreement between the company and the

the plaintiff except in relation to counsel’s

a credit hire case. - liability admitted. - rate

firm contravened either the indemnity rule in

fees. – appeal allowed so that the order for

of hire claimed by the plaintiff in comparison

relation to costs or the rule based on public

costs is restricted to a requirement that the

to what the defendant contends are basic

policy prohibiting contingency fees including

plaintiff pay the defendant’s counsel’s scale

hire rates in the plaintiff’s locality at the time

what are now termed conditional fees, or

fees

of the accident and the reasonable time for

both. – whether the fee is independent of

HIGH COURT

the plaintiff to have hired the vehicle. - basic

who ultimately discharges the bill of costs. –

24 NOVEMBER 2014

hire rate. - whether reasonable searches of

whether the costs agreement between the

STEPHENS J

ROAD TRAFFIC
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Library Update
Children Order &
Relocation Applications
“The only authentic principle - that runs through the entire line of relocation authorities
is that the welfare of the child is the court’s paramount consideration. Everything that
is considered by the court in reaching its determination is put into the balance with a
view to measuring its impact on the child.”
Black, LJ para 141 MK v CK (2011) 3 FCR 111
Legislation

that in the interests of the welfare of the children

by any improper desire to deprive the father

the application by the mother is refused and

of contact with the child but to live with her

Children (NI) Order 1995

decision of Judge upheld

closest relatives and it is in the best interests

Part II (Arts 3-4) – Child’s welfare

[2012] NIFam 1		

2 February 2012

[2012] NICty 2		

children in family proceedings

SH v RD and RH

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nisi/1995/755/

Application by father of a child for a joint

contents

residence order and application by mother of the
child for leave to remove the child to live with her

NI Caselaw

of the child that she is permitted to relocate to
Australia

Part III (Arts 8-14) – Orders with respect to

in Australia. - mother is Australian citizen who
had come to Northern Ireland to work and had

20 June 2012

All NI cases are available from Libero via
the Law Society website at
www.lawsoc-ni.org free of charge

English Caselaw

Re K (a child) (abduction: rights of custody)

subsequently lost her job but had received a job

Minor – custody – rights of custody – foreign

offer in Australia. - father is a Northern Ireland

custody rights – wrongful removal or retention.

citizen who is not employed. - best interests of

Payne v Payne

– child living with maternal grandparents in

child. - welfare checklist. - HELD that provided

Family - children - minor – removal outside

Lithuania – mother taking child to Northern

suitable contact arrangements can be agreed or

jurisdiction – application to remove child

Ireland – whether ‘rights of custody’ under

ordered and suitable safeguards put in place the

outside jurisdiction – whether presumption

Hague Convention. – whether grandmother

child’s welfare will be best served by permitting

in favour of applicant parent – whether

having rights of custody

her to relocate to live with her mother in Australia

established principles applied in applications

[2012] NIFam 2

for emigration of children incompatible with

[2014] 3 All ER 149		

15 May 2014

28 February 2012

human rights - European Convention on
Re C

L (relocation application)

Human Rights, art 8

Appeal from the majority decision of a Deputy

Application under a.13 Children (NI) Order 1995

[2001] EWCA Civ 166

District Judge and 2 Lay Magistrates refusing

for relocation of 3 year old girl to Romania. -

the mother permission to remove the child

application brought by the child’s mother who is a

from Northern Ireland and relocate with him to

Romanian national. - application opposed by the

Dublin. - guidance to be used in the Court in

child’s father. - welfare of child and paramountcy

relocation cases. - balancing exercise taking

principle. - a.8 right to respect for family life. -

into account the welfare checklist. - HELD that

standard of living and educational systems in

the mother should be refused leave to relocate

both countries. - history of contact with the child

with the child to Dublin

and her father. - impact on the child’s mother if a

[2014] NICA 8		

28 January 2014

relocation order was not made. - HELD that the
application for permission to relocate is refused

SL v RG

[2011] NIFam 5		

8 March 2011

Appeal by mother against orders made by

13 February 2001

H v F (Relocation
Long-term living arrangements for a sevenmonth-old baby (X) whose mother (M) was
from New Zealand and whose father (F) was
British. M and F had met in England when
M was visiting on a two-year visa. - M had
no prospect of a secure future in the United
Kingdom. - no source of income and no family
support. - F, by contrast, had a limited working
visa in New Zealand and might be able to use
this period of grace to consolidate his position.
Agreed that it was in X’s best interests that M

Judge whereby she dismissed the mother’s

NT v AT

application to permanently remove the 2 young

Application for Specific Issue Order seeking

children of the parties from their present home

that a child reside with the applicant mother in

in Northern Ireland to the Republic of Ireland

Australia. - relationship between child’s parents

P (Children) (Relocation: Appeal), Re

and defined the future contact arrangements

has broken down. - guidance on relocation

Mother (M) appealed against the refusal of

for the respondent father with the children. -

cases. - HELD that the mother’s application to

her application to relocate with her two young

approach of courts to relocation cases. - HELD

relocate to Australia with the child is not motivated

children to Germany. - M and the children’s

should be her main carer in the future.
[2014] Fam. Law 1401

18 June 2014
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father (F) were both from Germany and were not

Relocation (discusses H v F (Relocation) on the

Children and young persons (Volume 10

married. – Judge was critical of M who had left

long-term care arrangements for a seven-month-

(2012) 5th edition

the matrimonial home and the children. - Appeal

old baby of a New Zealand mother and British

PARAS 278-311 Proceedings relating to the

allowed.

father whose relationship had broken down

upbringing of children (2)

[2014] EWCA Civ 852; [2014] Fam. Law 1393

Bridge: 2014 44 (Oct) Fam Law, 1401-1402

6 June 2014

Leave to remove

MK v CK

Reports on the Court of Appeal decision in Re P

Removal outside jurisdiction – Application for

(Children) (Relocation: Appeal) on whether a judge

permission to relocate – best interests of child –

had been entitled to reject a mother’s application

shared care – Canadian mother and Polish father

to relocate with her children to Germany on

marrying and raising two children in England

the ground that the mother’s motivation was to

– parents divorcing and shared residence order

interfere with the children’s relationship with their

being granted – children spending five nights

father.

with father and nine with mother in every 14-

Bailey-Harris: 2014 44(Oct), Fam Law 1393 -

day period – mother successfully applying for

1394

permission to relocate to Canada with children
– father appealing – whether judge erring in
failing to consider all factors relevant to relocation
application
[2011] EWCA Civ 793

7 July 2011

Re B (a child) (residence order)
Family proceedings – orders in family proceedings
– residence order – private law dispute – child’s
best interests – parenthood – family proceedings
court making residence order in favour of maternal
grandmother – judge transferring residence to

International family relocation from an
English, French and German Perspective
Discusses international family relocation in three
European jurisdictions, England and Wales, France
and Germany.
Baker: 2012 IFL 97-102 (need to order)
Relocation: where are we now? (discusses MK
v CK and the proper approach to relocation using
the welfare checklist.
Renton: 2011 161 NLJ 1315

father on appeal – whether family proceedings

Moving forward? (discusses the welfare of the

court giving undue weight to status quo – whether

child in relocation cases)

judge attaching undue weight to importance of

Herring: 2011 161 NLJ 1011

child being raised by biological parent
[2010] 1 All ER 223

19 November 2009

In Practice: Benchmarks: Location, Location
(discusses Re F (Child) and the relocation of a

Re F (child)

child to Spain when father is posted to England

Family proceedings – orders in family proceedings

Taylor: (2013) LS Gaz, 21 Jan, 20

– residence order – Spanish Mother and Spanish
father each seeking residence order – father
residing in United Kingdom – mother seeking
residence order and removal of child to Spain –
father opposing removal of child as primary carer
– Judge finding granting mother permission to
remove child from jurisdiction – father appealing

Child law: Rhyme or reason? (discusses the
term “relocation” and the K v K case
Johnson: 2012 162 NLJ 560

Society Library.

[2012] EWCA Civ 1364

24 October 2012

Textbooks
George, R. Relocation: a practical guide.

Journals

1. Section B. Private law proceedings.
The Library has an extensive section of
Family Law textbooks as well as access to
online databases.

New
Books
in the
Library
•	
Hopper, A. The Solicitor’s handbook
2015. The Law Society. 2014.
•	
Scaife, L. Handbook of social media
and the law. Informa Law. 2014.
• Knott, H. Risk management in law 		
firms. Globe Business Publishing. 2014.
•	
Lawson, R. Commercial contracts:
a practical guide to standard terms.
4th ed. Bloomsbury. 2014.
•	
Levaggi, P. Enforcement and debt
recovery. 2nd ed. The Law Society. 2014
•	
Chern, C. The commercial mediator’s
handbook. Informa Law. 2015
•	
Dew, R. Parker’s will precedents.
8th ed. Bloomsbury. 2014
handbook. Oxford University Press.
2013.
•	
Blackstone’s criminal practice 2015.

– father submitting judge erroneously applying
Payne v Payne principles – whether judge erring

Children law and practice. Looseleaf. Vol

•	
Blake, S. The Jackson ADR
Journal articles are available in the Law

Jordans. 2013.

When will the Supreme Court put us out of

Halsbury’s Laws of England

our Payne? (Explains why the authors take the

Children and young persons (Volume 9 (2012)

view that the law relating to international relocation

5th edition

of children requires rethinking

PARAS 278-311 – Proceedings relating to the

Devereux : 2014 44 (Nov) Fam Law 1586-1590

upbringing of children;

47

Oxford University Press. 2014.
•	
Archbold 2015. Sweet & Maxwell. 2014.
•	
Benjamin’s sale of goods. 9th ed.
Sweet & Maxwell. 2014.
•	
Merkin, R. Colinvaux’s law of
insurance. 10th ed. Sweet & Maxwell.
2014.
•	
Ramage, R. W. Kelly’s legal
precedents. 21st ed. LexisNexis. 2014.
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Classifieds
Missing Wills
Re: Mary B Harvey
Address: 4 Landor Park, Lisburn, County
Antrim
Would any person having any knowledge of
the whereabouts of a Will made by the above
named, please contact the undersigned as
soon as possible:
W G Maginess & Son
Solicitors
68 Bow Street
Lisburn
County Antrim BT28 1AL
Tel:
028 9267 2161
Fax: 028 9267 0997
Email: law@wgmaginess.com
Re: Percy Joseph (otherwise Joseph or
Joe) Henry
Late of: 25 Brookvale Fold, Brookvale

the whereabouts of any Will made by the
above named, please contact:
Francis Crilly
Solicitors
24 Antrim Road
Belfast BT15 2AA
Tel:
028 9075 5722
Email: info@franciscrilly.com
Re: John Robert Pentland
Late of: 176 Church Road, Holywood
BT18 9RN
Would any person having knowledge of
the whereabouts of a Will made by the
above named deceased, please contact the
undersigned:
Jonathan Hewitt
CMG Solicitors
3 Market Street, Bangor
County Down BT20 4SP
Email: jonathan.hewitt@cmgsolicitors.co.uk

Previously of: 5 Glasvey Drive, Twinbrook,

Re: Grace Eleanor Nugent

Belfast BT17 0DB and 2 Vulcan Gardens,

Late of: Hollygate Nursing, Upper

Belfast BT5 4EE

Knockbreda Road, Belfast

Date of Death: 13 September 2014
Would any person having any knowledge of

Formerly of: 22 Kirkiston Avenue, Belvoir,






Matrimonial Cases  Personal Injury
Consequential Loss  Fraud Investigations
Business Recovery & Insolvency
Audit & Accounting  Tax and Advisory

Contact John O’Rourke, Partner
T: 028 90 323466
E: johnorourke@bakertillymm.co.uk

Missing Title Deeds

Date of death: 7 October 2014

Avenue, Belfast BT15 5GE

Completing The Picture.

Would any person having knowledge of the
whereabouts of a Will made by the above
named deceased, please contact:
Paul McEvoy
McEvoy Sheridan
Solicitors
344 Ormeau Road
Belfast BT7 2HL
Email: belfast@mcevoysheridan.co.uk

Re: Margaret Mary Hunter
Premises: 20 St Katherine’s Road, Belfast
BT12 6EF
Date of Death: 14 August 2011
Would any person having the knowledge of
the whereabouts of the Documents of Title in
respect of the above premises, please contact:
S Rafferty
Solicitor
129 Falls Road
Belfast
County Antrim BT12 6AD
Tel:
028 9029 7890
Fax:

028 9029 8662

Belfast

Connecting talent
+ opportunity
Real Estate Solicitor, Belfast, £Neg.
Our client is a large Global law firm based in Belfast. They currently wish to recruit a high
performing Qualified lawyer to help support and build their Real Estate practice, working as
part of a highly successful and busy team of Solicitors. Qualified solicitor England and Wales
or dual-qualified. If dual qualified, experience of Commercial Property work must be recent
and credible, particularly asset management. Suit 1 years + PQE.
Property/Banking Solicitor, Belfast, £Neg.
Our client is a Long standing firm of Solicitors with a superb reputation. This firm has a
large private client workload but is also one of the foremost Banking Practices in Northern
Ireland, acting for most of the banks in the Province. They are currently wishing to recruit
an ambitious Solicitor with experience in Property law. Banking experience would be
advantageous but not essential. This is an excellent opportunity for a Solicitor who is
looking for career advancement and a rewarding career path. Suit 1-2 yrs PQE
Corporate Solicitor, North West, £Neg.
Our Client is a well established and highly regarded firm of Solicitors. The partners in this
busy and forward thinking firm wish to recruit an experienced Corporate Solicitor to develop
this end of the Practice. This is a rewarding position for an ambitious Solicitor who is looking
for a fresh new challenge out of the City. Suit 2-3 years + PQE.

www.bakertillymooneymoore.co.uk
An independent member of Baker Tilly International
Regulated for a range of investment business activities by the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants

For information on any of the above positions or for
career advice please call Orla Milligan in confidence on
07526 839 030 or email orla@energisglobal.com
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DR DEBORAH
WALTON
Ba.(Hons.), MSc., D.Clin.Psych

Chartered Clinical
Psychologist
 Medico-legal reports.
 Psychological therapy for
mental health
difficulties.
 Neuro-psychological
assessment (IQ testing /
capacity).

Tel: 0797 180 5666
Email:
debbiewalton110475@yahoo.co.uk
Practicing
Practising from:Malone Medical
Chambers
142 Malone Road,
Belfast, BT9 5LH
T: 028 90667676
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RICS Homebuyer Reports
Property Condition Reports
Matrimonial Valuation Reports
Probate Valuation Reports
General Valuation Reports on
Residential & Commercial Properties
and Agricultural Land
Domestic Energy Performance
Certificates (EPCs)
‘Providing a professional, efficient
and quality service’
Contact: Stephen Bell MRICS
02891477631 or 07738438037
stephen@bellcharteredsurveyors.co.uk
www.bellcharteredsurveyors.co.uk

Client focused advice

REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND AGENTS

Willing to undertake
agency work on
behalf of Solicitors in
Northern Ireland

Lavelle Coleman Solicitors
20 On Hatch, Lower Hatch Street,
Dublin 2, Ireland.
t
f
e
w

00 (353) 1 644 5800
00 (353) 1 661 9912
law@lavellecoleman.ie
www.lavellecoleman.ie
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Marc Fitzgibbon, Partner
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The first and last title
insurance specialists
you’ll ever need

We were amongst the first to offer property
sector clients from Developers to Lawyers throughout
the UK and Europe – legal indemnity insurance.
Today we are one of the world’s largest providers of such services. So when you discover
an issue with a title during due diligence, you need to be able to resolve it rapidly, simply
and cost effectively by calling First Title.
We offer…
■

■
■

a comprehensive range of residential and commercial
real estate policies
flexible, bespoke cover for both known and unknown risks
the ability to deal directly with an appointed underwriter
from the start to the end of your transaction

Call: 0141 413 8800
Email: NIreland@firsttitle.eu
Visit: www.firsttitle.eu
First Title Insurance plc is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
First Title Insurance plc is registered in England under company number 01112603.
Registered office: Title House, 33-39 Elmfield Road, Bromley, Kent, BR1 1LT. (N14)

Leading Title Insurance

